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weeks ago zin Pollock one night
shot'at hi •rk who was mistakenfor a bu . It is believed the
tttieves no one was there forthe ni and committed the theft.
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Fire Insurance Rates
Pushed Up By Companies
H01110 Gone.
.Conductor Charles H. Blaney of
the ,Illinois Central lodged informs-lionl
 with the department yeaerday
" that his horse was gone from their
Meilen Thieves Galore.
Chicken thieves woke loose Wed-nesday night, according to the re-ports made at police headquartersyesterday, showing that operationswere conducted on a wholesale scale.Mr. Adam Weikert of 312 NorthTwelfth street reported that twenty-
-10x chickens were taken from hisroost. Mrs. Melton ofaVest Monroe
reet reported they did not pass herbut stopped in for a "chicken"
and got what she had. Mrs.
of Monroe between Eleventhad Twelfth streets telephoned to
meters that she was not for-tten in the raid, which left•herenery empty as the cradle. Mrs.
IMPENITENTS .DESTRUCTION
This Talkacl I.10n by Rev. Davenport
Evening.
Rev. Davenport last evening at the
Mlethodiet tent on South Fifth street
preached on "Sudden Destruction of
Impenitent*" and it was thoughtedlylistened to by all. -here were no ad-ditions to the Church, but one con-
version was effected. Yesterday
morning the theme for his discalre
was "The Making of An Opportun-
ity."
Tonight the big patriotic service
will 'be condescends and it is urgedthat those who have not attended be
present, as the topic is one of muchimpertinte, baits, "The Union of theBlase and the Grey.' •
Vestry Will Meet.
There will be a special meeting ofthe ve‘try of tirrace Episcopal churchthis afternoon at 5:30 'at the office of
Mr. Marcne Burnett on South Fourth
street for the purpose of taking up
some inmortant matters comity be-fore them, therefore it is eerneetly
requeet eet that every metnbcr heper rm.
IPT,IT Taft thulium's.
Lieut. Thomas Potter left this
morning for Lexington, Ky., withtwo boys to put them in the reform
school. While the officer is awayPatrolman Fonile Gourieux is actinglieutenant and has charge of the
night force.
COMMISSIONER ROSE YESTERDAY MORNING RECEIVED NO-TICE 10 THIS EFFECT FROM STATE HEADQUAKERS,AND NOW THE RAISED RAT IN ARE BEING CHARGEDPOLICYHOLDERS. ,
Wirt ba4.
 bevy expected for thepast' Plisr nkles arrived in a cold
reality, whiiti is a general increaseIn the fire insurance rates of this
city. Yesterday morning doestnis-
"nutter C. C Rose of the Paducahbureau for the Kentucky Fire lnsu-lance Association sociived noticefrom Secretary Claude Sqytkr, of
-Lexington, informinz hiai of theperecntaage raise to all ratesprevailin in t
fft expected since the great He saidl further, that' SecretaryitieFruncisico disaster, which will Snyder states this raise- would remainnear breaking many of the fire in effect .until Paducah was reratedinetwance companies on account of under the n or s c hedu 1 e now beingthe great losses the concerns have gotten up by the fire insurance corn-to pay on polioies on San Francisco panics doing business, here.property. 
Last year the ineuranoe companiesThe raise for Paducah does not in-' received prentimin of about $123.-dude every line of business, but at-feels Vie department -wherein theheaviest insurance is, carried, that ofgeneral nverchanijise ' stocks. X
raise of twenty per cent is
to every rate on satereitandise
'The notice stated that d* fot•lowing increases had been made:On boot and shoe factories, 40 per
cent. •
On churebe-e, 20 per cent.
On college,* and schools, 25 pertent.
On flour mills, ao per cent. Aifarnkure factories, 4. per tient.
•
On iron and metal works, 30 percent.
On paper malls, 50 inn- cent.
On saw mills. 15 per cent
On merchandise (of all kinds), 20
per cent.
On terminal elevators and con-tents, 20 per cent.
Mr. Rose announces that these in-
creases nvean the buildings used and
also tlic contents of the res ective
'
000 in this city, skik thin, far thisyear the receipts ?save been far in
execs, ol those taken in during the
same period of 19o5. There are a
nuniber• of cases of local businesses
not .inoluded in the general raise,therefore OWn.ors of 'these certainproperties will not have to pay an in-
creased rate, bin the general inter-
chandivel raise effects the largo por-tion of tire local insurance property,
as ft takes in tfrel buildings occu-
pied...
Paffillianed en Page Two.)
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confined themselves to one locality,
I E HEA4S
COMPLAINTS AGAINST
PROTESTED SALOONS
LICENSE COMMITTEE HELD MEiri/NO LAST EVENING, ANDHEARD COMPLAINTS, AND SPEECHES FOR ANDAGAINST LICENSES OF CERTAIN SALOONISTS.
Last evening the license committee
of the council and aldermanic boards,held a session at the City hall ken-
cral assembly chamber, during which
time they received protests against
the licenses of certain saloonistsbeing renewed the first of next
month. Aldermen Hubbard, Bell and
Hank, and Councilmen Duval and
Pe.rnett of the committee were pres-
ent, leaving one absentee, Council-
man Race Dipple who could not be
there. There were also present qultt
number, of spectators, some at whams
were saloonkeepers, and parties fav-
oring continuation of certain grog•
shops, while the others were parties
there to protest against renewal of
the licenses.
The first license protested was that
of James Rickman, who conducts a
saloon and grocery at 184 Bridge
street in Mechanicsburg across
Island creek. A. long petition waspresented, signed by people residing
around the saloon, and also parties
owning property around that point
living elsewhere in the city. Thisdocument complained of the charac-
ter of the saloon, while Rickman
himself had a petition from others of
that section stating the place was
an orderly one, and they had no`ob-jections to interpose.. Rickman was
present in person, as were many of
his hien& and also those against
him. He contended that he run an
crelerly place and a large number of
those living around there substan-
tiated him, while to the reverse as
many testified that negroes congre-
gated at the saloon, held midnightdances and carousals that greatly dis-
turbed the respectable residents. Mr.
Fletcher stated that while hie child
lay dead next door to the salbon hehad to go over and nearly get into
serious trouble in attempting to keepdown the racket. Another man, Mr.
fiagby, testified that negroes con-fiscated the place, bought and drank
whiskey and beer of Sundays, and
threw the bottles behind his wood-
shed, where he picked them up and
kept them as evidence now.
On finishing with the Rickmanlicense, the board had a protest
!edged with them by Hon. Hal Cor-bett, oposing renewal of the license
of t ahe staloon opposite the Dixie
Mills Eighth and Jones
streets. The place is now run by
Rainey and Jenkins, whose Itcenatio
runs out the first of next month,
when a man named Satmders will
take charge and apply that the
licenv be renewed in his name.
Attorney Corbett represented the
complainants, who are the 175 younggirls, stionsen, boys and men em-
ployed at the mill, and who had their
signed protestresented to the com•
mittee. Mr. nrhiett said the saloon
there was a menace to the young
girls and boys, as the latter would
slip over and get drinks, while thegirls andltomen had to run the
gantlet of rowdyism and disorderin going by the saloon whtle passinghack and forth to their work. Many
times they have been insulted by the
characters frequenting the establish-
ment i, so claimed the attorney, •vho
made an earnest appeal that the
license be rejected when it expired
the last of the week.
Rev. T. J. Isiwell of the Broadway
Methodist church then addressed the
committee in regard to the cluster
of saloons at Eleventh and Broadway
where the Illinois Central railroad One Is Waiting For Auxiliary Airtracks cross. He said he had no
petition, but lust wanted tn 12y_spamp.___----
3CtS before the committee to be con
sdered when the latter took up thequestion of recommenaing whether'the license be renewed or rejected.'
Dr. Newell stated that saloons were
on both sides of th street at this
oint, and that numerous times thehundreds of school children, boys ,
and girls, had to take to the middle
of the street in order to avoid pass-ing through crowds of half drunkcn
and insulting men ,who would con-gregate in front of the grogshops
and make remarks about the girls
and ladies, and also use profanity ofthe vilest and most damnable kind.He explained that every child goingto the high school building on WestBroadway, and there are over r,000attending there, had to pass right bythese saloons, it being impossible to
escape them on account of some 
H
being on each side of the thorough-fare. e urged that the licenses in
teken away at the, end of this weekwhen they expire.
The next and last license spokent ,of was that of J. D. Overstreet ofEighth and Boyd streets, who yes-terday had his grant revoked andtaken away by Mayor Yeiser becausehe was convicted in the morning inthe pace court for selling liquor lastStinday. City Jailer Thomas Evittsaddressed the committee, saying helearned that although Overstreet'slicense had been revoked, he under-stood the proprietor would ask fora new grant the first of next month.Mr. Evstts said the place was one ofgreat disorder and a menace to thatsection, therfore be wanted to re-quest *at the new license be re-fusedwhen- isked for.
I Thee were all the formal pro-tests pot 1st and it having taken un-til 9 w'cltick to hear them the corn-otnittee. then requested all spectatorsI to reire so they could consider theti!quesons in the secrecy of executivesession, where they remained for
neat/ two hours.
Thb,-committee had before it alist 0 . every saloon now running inthe , and after going into execu-tive linsion, took up and discussed compliints coming from differentsomas regarding certain ones on thelit t... -pining this executive meetingit wag reported that two saloonistief the city had made a specialty ofadvertising their business with litera-ture of a very obscene and vulgarI:mute,
The committeemen, after their ses-sion, would not state from whomthey 'would recommend licensestaken away, although they have
about, made up their mind. One ofthem expressed his opinion, however,that about eight would be made to
,close ap shop and quit the business,and it is probable thesse.milLincludethe illaprietora. using the vulgar anddegrading literature. Those to berelused will not be made public un-el next Monday evening when thecouncil takes up the question of
renewing the licenses ofallsaloonists,everyone expiring July 1st on ac-
count of being issued for six months.only. ,The committeemen say thatthose refused renewals have theirlicenses taken away only on account
of the location, from whence protests
arise from surrounding residents andthe public in general. The character
of the proprietors is not found ofsuch a nature to be sole cause for
rel lion.
esterday Mayor Yeiser revokedthe saloon license of J. D. Overstreet9f Eighth and Boyd streets, and nowthat gentlemen cannot sell any liquor
withopt being warranted. The re-
vocal came as result of Overstreetbeing fined in the police court yes-terday morning tor selling whiskeylast Sunday to several hegroes.
The license ordinance says if anyperson is foond guilty of violating citylaws the mayor shalt revoke hislicense, and immediately after Over-
steeetos conviction yesterday the
mayor issued the order that was
set ved on the saloonist by OfficerJohn. Hessian, informing him hislicense was taken away, and if he
sold any longer each drink sold
would constitute a separte charge,
and be would be prosecuted.
BOTH MACHINES
ARE NOW HERE
Plant to A:rigç,.
There has arrived here and is
now on the wharfboat the street
cleaning. machine sent to this city fortrial by the St. Louis Street Flush;ng
ntacidne company.
The main machine was shippedhere from the Future Great by river
and 'hrrived one week since, when
unloaded at the wharfboat,
whe it is being held ready for use.
The air plant was forwarded hereby railroad, and was lost en route.Traters have been sent out and when
band and gotten here the St. Louisfactory will send an expert to Padu-
cah to test the machine on the
streets.
The machine sent over for testing
purposes by the other St. Louis
'factory is here and working every
night cleaning the thoroughfares, anddoing satisfactorily. The board of
works wants Ito -pit 'the machines
against each other is a test to sea
-
,
which does the best work before theofficials make a purchase.Each factory is operating the ma-chines free of charge here, and if theauthorities do not care to buy, all thecost attached is that expense ofshipping the affairs back and forth
CRISIS PASSED
ItsithimY
MR. GEORGE ICATTERJOI*4NOW CONSIDERED SAFE 'BY DOCTORS.
Mr. Noble Has Excellent Chance of
Recovery From Illness—Ma-
chinist that.
VOL 23, NO. 49
SESSION OF
DIRECTORATE
RAILROAD HOSPITAL BOARD
MEETING POSTPONED
‘P'ITERDAY.
MEMBERS OF BODY
COULD NOT BE HERE
WRECKING CREW GOT ALL
THE SUBMERGED CARS UP
AT FOOT OF IN-
CLINE.
Contractor George Katterjohn yes- General Agent Donovan Hasterday passed the crisis and the doc- Yet Been Notified Whentows now state he will recover unksscomplications set in. He -was rest-ing very well early this morning.
Rests Well, But Serious.
Although Mr. Ed P. Noble restswell at his home on West Broadway,still his condition is very precariousand he cannot be operated upon.Dr. Murrell said last night that hiecondition remained about the sameas it was for the prereeding day, andthat his chances for recovery aregood.
' Rolled From Porch
Machinist Daniel Meyers of the I.C. &hops is suffering from a 'painfulcat on hie head caused by rollingfrom his porch at 821 South Fifthstreet. He had laid down on theporch Wednesday night to sleep andcool off, arid in his slumbers tossedhimself to the ground below.
Others Ailing.
President Samuel Hughes of theCity National bank was. some betr-ryesterday with his attack of stomachtrouble.
s. Joe A. Miller is gradually re-
covering from an attack of illness at
nor home on Socett Sixth, where shehas been confined for several week.;.
. Nashville Officer.
The Nashville, Tenn., officer didnot arrive last night after the negroJim McClelland alias Will Smith, aswas expected. He will probaby
come in this morning after the darky,who is to be carried back there tostand trial of the charge of grandlarceny .
Missionary Society.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock theMissionary soiciety of the First Pres-byterian church will meet with MTS.Daisy Walters of 1718 Jefferson
street.
Not
New
Office Fixtures Will Arrive.
Yesterday was the date for tbespecial meeting by the board of di-rectors for the Illinois Central hos-pital, but as certain ones could notbet here the meeing was postponed
,until a time suitable for each official,and Chief Surgeon Murrell tele-graphed them to know whit datewould be most convenient so he
could not gather yesterday, as heissue call for them. The chiefsurgeon is glad the boardfound only a day or two ago allbids for the proposed improvements
could not be finished by that timeby the contractors and be in hands
of the committee. These bids arethe preliminaries that look to in-
stalling many up-to-date improve-
ments at the institution on WestBroadway.
Cars All Up Now.
Yesterday the wrecking crew fin-ished raisiiiie out of the rivet at foot
of the Campbell street incline thefive cars that leaped over into th
stream several days ago whenbtoke loose from tire engine as
was puliing the Atlas up the inNow that the %bra are all eatthe way the tratieer boat yest
resumed work of traasferring tback and forth to Brockport.
the submerged cars blocked th
the steamer would'. take th
sengers from the coaches o
Brookport, bring them here a
, transfer the people to aing for their reception on
Ladies' Mite Society.
The Ladies' Mite society of the'iFirst Eaptist church meets this after-
noon at 41 o'clock with Mrs. T. ht.I
IS Si e.
Oaos Pizeorsa.
Work of manufacturing e fixturesfor the downtown office f the Illi-
nes Central is being pushed as
rapidly as possible at e Northernfactory where they being made, "hut General Agent Job T. Donovanyesterday announce , e bad not yet
received word from headquarters
Nance, of 1035 North Tenth street. (Continued On
Bar Association Again
Takes Up Investigation
COMMITTEE MEETS NEXT WEEK TO HEAR COMPLAINTSABOUT ANY MEMBER OF THE ORGANIZATION — BONDCOMPANIES WANT RELEASE FROM POLICEMEN'S BONDS.
is to 
a meetine
It seems
that something transpired at thisgathering that brought proceedingsto a close, as none cf the lawyersas shown by the official call pub- would say what was the reed:: of thelished in another column, wherein investigation, nor announce witsChairman Eugene Graves, of the in- 1 step
 would be taken in the future.vestigaOng committee of the aseo-I,Now
 it seems the "matter has_been-et • 
-.0 somilleenserr. revived, but it cannot be foretoldat to o'clock next Tueiday morning 'what results will accrue.in the office of County Attorney Certain members of the professionAlben Barkley above The Regis-ter's old building on Broadway be-tween Fifth and Sixth streets. The
call announces that at that time theinvestigators for the organization of
attorneys, will hekr any and all
complaints of unprofessional conduct
against any members of the localbar.
Several months ago the association
selected a committee to investigate
rinnors and reports affecting mem-bers of the association, and for manydays secret sessions were held bythis sub-body at the county court-house, where a number of people ap-peared and gave evidence lookingtowards establishing the fact thatcertain members of the organizationhad been guilty of conduct- not be-
coming the profession. The com-
mittee on finishing its work turnedits stenographic report of facts over
Another attempt made by the
Paducah Bar Association towards
hearing complaints of unprofessional
conduct against some of its members,
to the asso,Ciation during
called for ,'this purpose.
have for the past year or two con-tintrally harassed the police force an
city with useless suits. The policeha•ve bonding companies as sureties
upon the bonds they have to executeguaranteeing the faithful perform-
ance of their duties, and also insur-ing the municipality against any leo.
as-Nrestilt of their acts while serving.When the police were surd theirbond, were made parties to the ac-tion, and so many actions have
arisen that yesterday morning thelocal agents of the companies onpatrolmen's bonds, notified MayorYeiser that they wanted to be reTeased from farther liability on thebonds. This means that neat week
when the city legislators meet, they
will have to release these bonding
companies, while the police will haveto execute new sureties, to be ac-
cepted and approved, by the boards.
t_
•
PIM CONDUITS
UNDER GROUND
INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE
COMPANY NOW LAYING
THE PIPING.
When the Undergound Work Is
Conwleted Many Poles Will Be
Elellitoved from Streets.
Workmen for the independent tele-
phone company have commenced
laying the underground conduits
along Kentucky avenue Hum Fifth
atreet westward. The trenches are
being dug, and yesterday the men
began laying the terra cotta piping,
which is in square form, and has six
flues through it so six cables can be
laid within.
The board of public works per-
mitted the company to lay the un-
derground conduits with the under-
standing that when they are down
and the wires removed from over-
ilead, placed in cables and inserted in
tbe conduits, that the telephon corn-
rany will remove all the poles possi-
ble on Kentucky avenue and Jeffer-
son street, while those left standing
will have to be utilized jointly by the
telephone people, the street railway
and electric light people. This ar-
rangement was made so these two
thoroughfares could be rid of as
many poles as possible by the joint
use of them. At present poles are
every few feet, but after the con-
duits are down the number will be
greatly reduced.
The telephone company got per-
mission last winter to lay the con-
dduits,6and then afterwards said their
poles were also to remain standing.
The board of works revoked the per-
mission because it was procured with
the understanding that the poles
came down. The cotnpany see-
ing they could not work it
this way, then agreed to take all
clown possible, and the permission
was then 'renewed by the board.
gs FIRE INSURANCE RATES
be
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Commissioger Rose is of the opin-
Tt ion "hat the 'combined raise will not
t I equal more than a general ten per
t cent increase on ail insurable prop-
erty of this city. Me. Snyder did
A,jmot intimate ashen the rerating would
e given this city.
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MORE ROADS
GRAVELED
SAID ROAD AND BRYANT
FORD ROADS TO BE
IMPROVED.
Contractors Now Have In Their
Hands the New Poor Farm
Building Plans
Supervisor Bert Johnson of the
county public road is preparing for
a number of new gravel
roads to be constructed through the
rural districts, and as shown by the
official notice in another column,
bids for the contemplated work will
be opened by the supervisor at to
o'clock the morning of July 7. The
1Said road is to be graveled from the
Behton road. it;lo the fine dividing
Graves and ?'.1DeCracikten counties, a
distance of about four miles, while
the Bryant Ford •- tigh,way will be
graveled for a distance of between
one and two miles.
Poor House Plans.
The building contractors now have
in their hands the plans and Apeci-
fication6 for the new county poor
farm The lowest bidder gets the
contract. The drawings will be in
the hand6 of the contractors until
one week from today, as July 7 the
propbsitione will be opened to see
who gets the work.
Courthouse Improvements.
Mthotsgh the county cone thou.: e
and yard are the prettiest places in
this end of the state, still nn,Ch work
outlined fromlains ysit to he com-
pacted, but when done the place can-
not be surpassed.
OWENSBORO MAYOR
Issues Proclamation Aimed at Vic-
ious Loafers.
Wl. M. O'Beraze mayor of Owens-
boro, is determined to get rid of the
crowds of y;cious negro and white
loafers, and has issued the following
proclamation:
"If any able-bodied person be
found begging, loitering or rambling
about, not having the means to sup-
port himself by some visible prop-
erty, or does not' betake himself to
labor at some honest and lawful call-
ing to obtain a livelihood, or who
is idle and dissolute in habits, or is
found loafing or idling about places
of evil resort, without visible means
of support, he will be arrested and
adjudged to be a vagrant and a nuis-
ance.
"W. M. 0/BRYAN, Mayor." ,
WENT TO es.
The Heat of Yesterday Was Some-
thing Fearful—Showers and
Cooler Today.
Yesterday- was another sweltering
dety and everybody nearly melt•Nt
away, it was too abominably .hot. The
populace felt it and- suffered more
than any day this season, but the
thermometer showed the mercury
did not get past the 95 degree point.
while 96 is the hig?hest record for
this mummer rims far. Ft was simply
awful yesterday,. and mulch stiffering
vitas encountered from the sun'., rays.
The eweltering community was driv-
en ni the ,treete and' parks last eve-
ning to get a breath of cool air.
tote eiveres'i 11 ere:Aber di epode h
califs for siliowers and cover weath-
er iteeley.
FUNERAL POSTPONED
Remains of Bruce Gillum Will Not
Be Buried Until This Morning
atre:ral serv:cee over the le -
mains of the- late Itruce Gillum wers
yesterday postponed uniil eight
o'clock this morning on account of
one of his sons ti-it being able to
etttlettlet2M2IttnUtnaltnl===
SALUNKEE.PER
WAS FINED
J. D. OVERSTREET ASSESSRD
$ro &ND COSTS YESTER-
DAY IN COURT.
Henry Ruff, Colored, Held to Grand
Jury in Two Charges of Ob-
taining Money Falsely.
For the first time in many months
a conviction was acquired in the po-
lice- court yesterday morning in - -a
cast where a saloonkeeper was charg-
Ca with keeping his place of business
open on the Sabbath in violation of
the Sunday closing law. The victim
was J. D. Overstreet, who runs a
grogshop at Eighth and Boyd Sts.,
and who, it was proven, sold liquor
the Sunday just passed to some cus-
tomers.
Henry Ruff, colored, waived ex-
amination and was held over to the
grand jury in two different charges
of obtaining money' under false pre-
tenses. His bond was placed at $200
in each case, but being tumble to exe-
cute it, he went to jail. City Sales-
man Lagore of the Baker, Eccles
wholesale grocery. claims Ruff stole
two pairs of pants from him and
sold them to other parties claiming
they were his property.
Sophia Wilson was given a contin-
uance until next Monday of the war-
ran tcharging her with disorderly
conduct.
arrive here from near Atlant until
last night. He was expectil yeater-
Good-looking girls are borie but
most good-looking women are self-
Made.
SESSION OF DIRECTcYTE
(Continued From F*Inge.) GUT IIIIROUfill
are being made by Site)
the finest in the city set they
takes many weeks to -g
The funiture and ti Awill be
YOUR comiuspoNpuNctslating when the new it wouldarrive for installation.
Gone for Vacation.
General Baggagemaster Will.
Flowers of the Union depot, let.
morning for Washington, D. C.
companied by his family, to visit
mother and sister. This is the fi
vacation Mr. Flowers has taken sic
1893, and during the several weeks
he is away, Night Baggagemaster R.
R. Minsenheirner will look after the
office during the daytime.
Master Mechanic Gone.
Master Mechanic R. J. Turnbull
has gone to Nashville, Tenn., on
business for the road.
IMMENSE GROSS EARNINGS.
Will Be Sheen" Tn N.. C. & St, L.
Annual Report.
Nashville, Tenn., June a&—The
fiscal year of the Nashville, Chatta•
nooga and St. Louis railroad does
not end until Saturday next, but a
close estimate made today puts the
poet earnings at $10,70o,000, which
is fietio,000 greater than any previous
year and aproximately earnings of
l'5.000 for every mile of the system.
The Duke of Connaught, King Ed-
ward's brother, belongs to the Six
Nations Indians of Canada. He is
the onlly white man to rece.i.ve such a
distinction at their hands, and is
known among them as "Cousin Ar-
thur."
A WARNING TO MILLIONAIRES
(Literary Digest.)
A writer who, on the authority of
The North American Review, is the
most profound philosopher living in
the United States today, anonymous-
ly contributes to the June number of
that magazine a lengthy article on
the shortest way with present econo-
mic ills. If millionaires heed this
writer, they will at once abandon all
efforts to become billionaires, and
content themselves from now on
with an income of fifty thousand dol-
lars a year, and a fortune of one
million and no more. The writer
points out that no less a legal au-
thority than Chief Justice Coleridge,
of 'England, has called attention to
the fact that the laws of property
"must stand upon the foot of the
general advantage," because at bot-
tom a county belongs to its inhabi-
tants; and who is to own the prop-
erty in that country, if it is a free
country, is settled by the voters
Webster, too, is clawed as sayieg
that, "in the nature of things, those
who have no property and see their
eeighbors possessed of much more
than they think they need can not be
favorable to laws made for the pro-
tection of such- property," and that
therefore a wise government must
aim tto interest a majority of society
in its suport.
One significant fact that tles
%ether depires to call to our atten-
tion is that. "in wilcr effectoully ti
turn every dollar of the propel-toy of
every decendent •nto the public treas-
ury at his death, no affirmative legis-
lation •s necessary. It is only neces-
sary to repeal the statutes stow auth-
orizing the descent of suck pruperty
to the heirs and lega:ees of the de-
cedent. It is perfectly apparent,
therefore, that there is no veristefe
security for a single dollar of private
Y - 'v Y"'4'• a"A ertroselY what fiat goiteares he seeks to cower
such dialeusellier
Th• sew a ppeoidestial election, this
writer aleeady offers an ee
portunity to Assterkan voters should
they seek to lusty the flaunting mil-
lionaires. Sie 'kat millionaires had'
best act wble *ere is yet time, for,
the same statement is wee of all
other American states except emu as
the majority of the voter, may de-
side to be past and win, both to the
possessors of such property- and to
the community at large." If, tas
this writer, as agitation for suek leg-
*reat tendency is to question the
possessor of every great fortune as
to whether or not he has made it
honestly. In the writer's opiniost,
the salary of the presid,ent of the
United States, who surely 'isn't be a
man of the highest character and ca-
pacity, is fair remuneration for any
man's services. No captain of in-
dustry, no bask manager, no man-
ager of mines, or other source of
natural products is entitled to more
than is the president of the United
States. "It io a strange, indeed a
degrading, dehasion to suppose," says
this writer, "that, judged by may
moral standard, either the desire or
the capacity to amass large fortunes
can be anything but a public calam-
ity." In has opinion:
"No single 'ratline service in any
department of human effort has ever
been conferred epos mankind merely
for the soder *4 money, nor is any
person who is desirous of having
'money to burs' capable of rendering
any valuable servIce. The two qual-
ities of mind always have been and
always will be incompatible. The
good work of the world has newer
been done from such an incentive.
The good men of the world have
never done any work fro:a such an
incentive. ?excessive gains, like ex-
cessive salaries, are inherently dis-
honest, and she men who sttek then
can not possibly be of any genuine
value ta ties tianerican pe..ple. The
less tempt/gam, therefore, see offer
men to weals merely to amass great
fortune* sits lessees for them and for
us; avail tko ems sternly we confine
everylesedy bhaimost retures for hon-
est service deo lootter ior them sad
for osi ININstosser hail a dollar for
what a dollies* words in property or
service his see knee given has a dis-
honest shams dad id he keeps ft Psi
is a diebeeseits men, no matter by
been -set for yesterday aftern000n at
three o'clock, but tile- young man did
not arrive.
NO RAISE MADE.
Auditor Informs Sheriff Ogilvie That
Equalizing Board Did Not In-
crease Assessment.
Sheriff John Ogilvie has received
word from the state auditor that the
state board of equalization did not
make any raise in the assessment of
1111eCrackeet county property, there-
fore the stheriff is now going ahead
getting his book* posted up and in
condition to continence die collection
Of re:linty and ;state taxes. He
thinks be will be ready to begin the
collection'evithin the next few weeks.
Getting Better.
Nelson Ellis, colored, is daily get-
ting better in his cell at the county
jail *here he is being held awaiting
trial of the 'barge of trying to kill
Policeman Aaron Hurley several
night ago in the dark room battle
en Red Row. The wound' in Ellis'
lee is healing nicely and it is be-
lieved he will be able to come down
on the
lea w
pretty fair chance of succeeding. And
for that reason, as well as for many
others, the annonymous writer in
The North American Review asks
the millionaire to take heed. The old
question, "Am I my brother's keeper"
is, in the opinion of this writer now-
adays to be answered in the affirm-
ative The reply should be: "Yes, I
am my brother's keeper, to ,the ex-
tent that I am not at liberty to take
a dollar unjustly, from him nor to
accumulate a dollar of property for
myself except with full, carefel, and
generous consideration of what is
clue him." In such an attitude only
lies safety for our millionaires, we
are told, in the face of the present
turbulence among the classes that
have "much less money than would
be good for them." As some of the
sins of millionaires evoking popular
clamor, this writer mentions such as
the corruption of the electorate, low-
ering the standard of living and in-
telligence by the importation of un-
desirable European labor, and even
that ?trifling sin of kiling people by
means of fast motor-cars.
But the day of reckoning is at
hand. The time when the laboring,
ity hall and stand trial next people had no leaders efr.iny litera-
the date set for his case, ture is gone forever, and now the
•••• at
4,1
1: BY USIN G THE
sousunausnananontutarnuunarx
MOOD
"Saves 25 per of the
Time whic ur
ffrov,
Underwood Typewriter
ed, may serer return.
:The newegapers have commented
variounly upon the article. The New
York Sun, for iassance, which always
speaks witit a certain 'authority where
millioueiree are concerned, believes
that the probate: is no time for alarm,
"eves for *road as to the stability
and hanerty of ous gaieral 'commer-
cial life." In the opinion of The
Sun, business and finance have never
been more circumspect in their deal-
ings than at the present t'rne. In a
very short time, it thinks, the dis-
turbing causes will have been re-
moved, "and the country will go
about its usual multifarious occupa-
tions, stronger, cleaner in every way,
with a clearer conception of its need,
and with returned confidence in abil-
ity -to mainta;n the best and most
favorable government on the face of
the earth." The New York Mail can
find nothing hut "a deadly cheerful-
ness and a certain sardonic philos-
ophy in this counsel of ostensible
friendship" on the part of the mil-
honaires to the people. In the opin-
ion of The Mail, " he present duty ofl
the millionalee is ikely to have as
little to do with theeolntion as New-
port or Tuitedo 'li s with the New
ark city.eiection.'
1
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SOME GOOD EAloon League Will Take .
a Hand in the State Campaign
B. Adams, of this city,
of the Anti-Saloon league
ky, has made public the
dress of that organization
pte of the state, says a
rt dispatch to the Lexiugton
aid. It deals at length with the
al- option and liquor qustions
hich have been recently so peomi-
ently before the public. The addreSs
part is as follows: •
Address to People.
,"Pollowing each session of the
general assembly, the 'Kentucky
Anti-Saloon league issues an address
'the people40 the comMoNswealth
der'ng an account of the Matters
h have been entrusted to them.
U.:CeSS has atter.th.d Oar
arts in the way of agitation, legis-
on and enlacement of law. We
ht for several years to create
lic sentiment which would sup-
he high civic and -social ideals
'eh the league was organized.
lieve, as has been said by the
le court of the United States,
censed liquor saloons are re-
ble for most of the crime and
that evist. Similar sentiments
ecently been expressed by the
lcky, court of appeals through
inj ettSisttle in the case of Barth vs.
isonroo. from the city of Louisville.
• ,
winch will clear up any fancied ob-
*4:Jolty as to the meaning of the
sixty-first section.
,"In the coming contest for gover-
mor, lieutenant governor and the
other offices we will carefully inquire
beforehand elf each candidate of all
-tarries what he will do if elected in
'the matter of the temperance in-
terests of the commonwealth and in
i due time report impartially the re-
sults of our inquiries to the people.
"G. Y. Young, Superintendent,
"M. B. Adams, president,
"Kentucky Anti-Saloon league."
ONE WAY OF GETTING
GOOD ROADS
Kentucky, in its efforts for better
roads, might learn a valuable lesson
from the way New York regards the
subject. The legislature of that state
has recently taken steps preparatory
to the insurance of $50,000,000 worth
of bonds to macadamize and repair
its highways, says the Louisville
Times.
Here is something like the right
conception of one of the most vital
questions which addresses itself to
our civilization today. Under our
own system—and it is the system
generally observed throughout the
awsi'tion Ts Proposed. )1, United States—each county c
on-
k liot a
eg 4ft/isn't's-1st 
the abolition of these structs 'arid maintains its own roa
ds.
condemned by our
eltt
Even in the wealthier counties this
ea a smut t‘ii4t
r for the 
nd the liquor inter_ is a slow business, while in th
e poor-
mailer fawns 
Aimony that we are cr ones there is eliher absolut
ely
ard the accomplish_ nothing accomplished or else 
the net
ingtoll. In gain of mileage is hardly noticeable.end. The following
of In Jefferson county, for instance,e last number of Bon-
very this year the total road construction
waktiari  and Spirit circular, the
Per but. 
n of the liquor interests, must be cov
ered by an appropriation
,of nearly Stoo,000, which will laycontention:
something over thirty miles of pike.
11113. 1110 iti-Seloon league move-
less@ tor protest upon the part of There 
yet remains in the county any-
wthat ti and women against two of here fro
m 250 to soo miles of un-
paved road. So, according to the
IMF systefest evils connected with our present rate of construction, it will
Taeomus,:lorr, 'and, linfortunately, for
tIII ta
ke possibly ten years to complete
UneLinected with out trade. We
to drunkenness and those the 
task in sight. However, in the
'et 
s which are conducted in a 
meantime, 'the increase of population
utable manner, or rise in such will 
render the construction of manyt 
y as to &Moralize, rather than 
more miles necessary. So it is hard
elevate, those who patronize 
to say under our present system
'
when we will ev r reach the point
where we will have secured good
roads proportionate to our wealth
and population in other directions,
and in anything like the proportion
enjoyed by old, world countries. If
of the saloon,
these are the conditions in the me-
"At
t
 the beginning of the legislative 
trooplis county of the state, how
much more aggravated mart they be
ession we introduced by the .kind- •in counties which have no taxation
css of Senator J. W. Cammack in o
senate, and Hon. M. M. Redwine 
f city property to rely upon.
the house, what is widely known
A state bond issue for good roads
as the 'County Unit Bill.' 
is a proposition to commend itself to
"It at once met with the powerful
.zesistance of the combined liquor in-
Attests of the state. We faced the
'•delay tactics as the part of the ma-
jority of the committee on religion
_and morals4of the senate which have
become so familiar to those who
have followed efforts at temperance
legislation hi Kentucky.
"A report was finally forced and
the bill was then held foi some time
in the orders of the day. The fol-
au
lowing vote taken February so, tgo6,
ill shore how the senate stood on
he question and will enable the
tate to see who were our friends s
who our enemies. The Senate
nal of this date says:
Lesidati Action..
"Svorne of the just demands of the
ople have it last been crystalized
in the statutes and Kentucky is in a
fair way to be free from the curse
How the Senators Voted.
" q'hose voting for the motion to
ft bill from the orders of the
as follows: Alvin S. Ben-
W. Cammack, J. P. Chinn,
kr gen I. Combs, Wm.4H. 'Cox, G B.
tor .diireory George, E. G. Gillen-
.. ter T. Germ, R. R. trady,
I, R. W. Owens, Frank Rives.
in Sewell, G. W. Shadoan, E.
ard, M. G. Watson, W. B.
t; eighteen.
Those v- ing against the motion
, J. Emory Allen, Albert S.
Mee Iton, M. I- Hardeson, C. Wft.
seektelcman, 0. P. Hog-an, R. Huh-
Harry Lancaster, Con Linn, P.
were' iaxwell, H. 'S. McNutt, J. W.
Urea p
tested k Laban Phelps, Nat A.
armee K. Reinke*, Brent Sperm,
Worse .-Tabb; sixteen.
,...-1 will thus be seen that falling
get wo- I r II 0 e n
wote in favor of taking the bill from
the orders of the day, the motion
was defeated.
Compromise Adopted.
"Our friends deadlocited the senate
on special orders. This led to a
compromise substitute bill offered by
Or whisky interests and passed by
tir$ liquor senators in connection
with a few of our friends who were
led to believe that the bill offered
the only possible chance for temper-
ance legislatioln.
of "The house was overwhelmingly
in favor of the County Unit Bill,
and by a large majority trelected the
senate substitute in favor of the
original bill so amended as to per-
mit cities of the first, second, third
end tglirth class to vote separately
On the same day on which an elec-
t tion for the entire county was beingheld. This amendment was neces-
sary to secure the concurrence of the
aesate. In due c'eurse the senate
• cetictwred in the action of the house
and the amended bill was passed
erverwheitningly.
Ion e* "1.41Ve willtmeiet psohahlY ask of I
the discretion of Kentuckians. It
would bend the united strength of
the entire commonwealth to a prob-
lem with which the several counties
are now struggling in their weakness.
A suitable bond issue for this pur-
pose would at least put us w.11 on
the way toward the immediate ac-
quirement of a condition we may atf
our present rate of achievement
reach at some far distant day.
Through the advancement in values
of farm lands by the road construc-
tion thus sectrred thtt additional bur-
den of taxation entailed by such an
issue could be easily met.
NEGRO Id INJURED IN A
PECULIAR )(ANNE?.
At Central City Allen Wickliffe, a
colored man, aged sixty years, was
struck and perhaps fatally injured by
the flying fragments from a gate
across the Illinois Central and Louis-
ville and Nashville tracks in that
town. There is an iron gate that is
generally moved out of the way by
the flagman of the incoming engine,
who then signals. Wednesday as the
piledriver of an engine was ready to
cross Louisville and Nashville track
on the Illinois Central, it struck this
gate, that was only partially open,
and reduced it to scrap iron, throw-
ing the pieces in every direction. A
portion struck Wickliffe, who was
thirty feet distant at the depot,
breaking two -ribs and crushing his
head.
the' next' Legislature the submissioa
if an amendment to the eoseliteteett
016 -
Nixed lkitiVer met
appointment in the
youth.
NEW 1NGLAND APPrTITE8 aa
NOT DELICATE.
Eighteen Eggs Tried Were Only an.
Appetizer and Far from the
B4C01d—Chvat Destroy-
ers of Food.
?he men who do the hard work and
breathe the bracing air of down east
have never been bated for delicacy or
jthimsicality of aggstits; but some re-
cent exhibitions of food destruction
have excited the wonder of the natives
and the admiration of visitors, says a
Bangor (Me.) report.
nes other night a tall, gaunt man
wandered Into a Bangor lunch zoom,
and after scanning the bill of fare for
some minutes, hesitatingly asked fel
some fried eggs. Ma ate what wile
est before him. 'Iuid liked it so well
that L.s urderesi wore, than more ani
Lours, and so on until be bad consumed
six orders.
As they serve fried eggs in that
mach room the six orders comprised
12 fried eggs, 12 slices of bread and
six cups of coffee. When he had fin-
ished, the tall man, who was from
Prince Edward Island, carelessly re-
marked that he was not feeling very
well that night, and as he didn't fancy
the boarding house grub he had come
Over to town to get something light to
tempt his appetite.
The captain of a coasting schooner
In the port of Bangor told his cook to
buy a roast of beef, some beefsteak and
some snood ham, together with a cab-
bage and other vegetables and four
dozen eggs. The cook did as he WU
ordered and 'erred the roast beef foi
dinner.
The captain ate until the platter WU
U bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt
could have made it, and then looked
up expectantly and asked:
'Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
"What truck?" asked the bewildered
cook.
"Steak an' other stuff," replied the
captain.
"Why, I supposed you wanted those
thing for supper, or—"
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skip
per. "Oct something else for supper.
When you buy grub for dinner cook
It, an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Down in Calais they tell of a man
who got up hungry the other morn-
ing and hunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and
finding that they were good fresh eggs
fried and ate 19 more, winding up with
a quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuits.
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
ICUs, was famed for his underdeck
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own
dinner and also the share of two other
members of the crew who had gone
ashore and failed to come back. Then
as be sat on the rail smoking his pipe,
Johnny astonished the cook by saying:
"It's poor grub and little of It ye
have aboard o' this one. It's close
steerin' a man has to get a bit an' a
Sup."
"Why, Johnny, what more would
you have on top o' that big b'lled din-
ner" asked the cook.
"Oh, well," replied Johnny, as he
rolled his eyes aloft. "Oh, well, I'm
thinkln' I could get away right now
with a good hunk o' mutton an' a few
pratles, an' • plate o' pug:Win' an' a bit
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'—an' half a
gallon o' ale-0."
Long-flange Electricity.
From the Victoria falls to Witwateri-
rand, a distance of 700 miles, engineers
propose to carry electrical power to
mine South African gold. They are con-
vinced the plan will be commercially
successful, especially as the dry climate
Is most favorable, while there is no ice
in the rivers to interfere with the work-
ing of the turbines and no snow to break
down the transmission lines.. It is esti-
mated that in the driest season 100,000
horse power could be developed. The
available head of water is about 330
feet, but a head of 1.000 feet could be ob-
tained by engineering works of a com-
paratively light type. This would pro-
duce about 1,000,000,000 horse power.
At present $15,4,00,000 is spent annually
on the Rand for power.
Chanee for the Church.
A missionary in southwestern Oregon,
apologizing 'for the infrequency of his
letters, explains: "My days have been
-the-sa4414.;-eseel-e4--a404-4-spent 
with ,'sad dit,- either ttio tired to write or else I have—,
hayierhy of her no place or opportunity to write at all.
Last Thursday I made 55 miles on horse-
belt, over a rough trail. Solid virgin
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling
place to stop. I am now on the northern
end of Lake Klamath, Klamath county,
the most southern country in Oregon. It
Is a lumber and logging country. The
church is unknown here. God is not
thought of and Sunday la like other
days. The church has a great apes doer
In these reolons."
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
N4RRY E. WALLACE,
• .1 Padmealh, Ws.
Wanted It at Once.
"I disown you," cried the angry pa-
rent; "I shall cut you off with a shil-
ling!"
"Yee, sir," replied the erring son
meekly, "and might I have that siallEng
moor —Life.
Acoomniedesetag.
"Very sorry--all My daughters are al-
ready engaged."
"Alt, well, never mad; I'll call *gala
mixt time there's a vaeaser."—Spbere.
Bather a 1Mtwasot
"Now, Mr. Orson, ~le are Yea se-
Sig? Am yen walabesdne•ssear
"N•1" rettesamil II* Comp fa
• 4.. 
4 ;Tr. •
7.14
DELI 6 11 I ED 
They fit right—They feel right.
Eye Glasses
Nickle frames $i.00
Gold filled $3.50
Solid Gold 
Eyes Tested Free by Gradu-
ate Optician,
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
ses Broadway.
The Last Week
Auction
Sales
Daily
2:3o AND 7:30 P. lc
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY
WE WANT THE CASH.
g•Im•••••••.•.I•
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
403 Broadway.
Have
Moved
to
11
Broadway
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 712-a.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, per
of five or over 111.50 each, without
meals;,tagis with meals.
Good musk on all the boats. line
farther particulars see
& A. FOWLER, Gen. Paaa. Agent,
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Page.
Agent. Phone 33.
PABST BLUE EBB011
BOTTLE BEER
Mod 64
caw. OINK
P d... Mire rIes.
E. A. 1.
S. P. POOL L. Cit BTEP1112411010.
PADUCAMUNTIERTAKING CO.,
UNDERTAKERS AND:EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES
NO. no
203-305 S. THIRD BT.
_
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARi.: 1+1/4.., sit iv Ii; WALLPA•
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE
OFFER YOU,
1:12133=13331SMENStitattl==
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per rolL
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc,
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
: sell at 5c.
1
i3 Ws carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
"'and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
HAVE TO
C. C. Lee. 315 Sway.
+me+ as-i+06 4111M-aiS-E-M›1-Mk+
J E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and llot Water IleatInu.
Phone 133, 529 Broadway. IR
411Stnetalltlid8110I,'si
LWBURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
moo 306 aroadirsy Phones:Office 38S—
EDGAR W.` WHITTE
to
SS
3 arid 4
lied
REAL ESTATE A atcl,b'
PADUCAH REAL ESTAri. vEsTERN EXPERT
IBOINTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR !NM
K st ENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNmZ Price
FREE TO EVERYBODY.
ittsG*gt w. willirr*--r"4--
hi. D.
Abram L. Weil ‘.
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liabili y, Steam Boiler-
444
Campbel Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116FraternityThilding
MINCE PHONE 484-a BlISIDINCE PHONE eat
Matt ,
lUnd
1,6111. MUSD
.14%4
Merry Christ
ngeII-4;CO. ‘
era and tinbahneres,
1 PT ;1 "Art9171141, AT
A
44.4ir 41,
411 r6r"
IttE REGIS [ER
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILkilL.M. Secretary.
PUBLISHED Itv THE
REGISTER ree.WISPAPER CO.
it Resister eltundbig, 523 Broadway.
Entered at the poatoffice of Padu-
cah, Hy., as second-class mail matter.
One Year 
-$5.30
Six Menthe 
 LSD
Three Months 
thercial Association
—11noveirrent to have
telephone service.
411 •
Anyone failing to receive this paper
segularly should report the matter to
The Register office at aloe. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
"Wrong Pig By the Ear."
The mistake made by the News-
Dousocrat yesterday about a dang-
erous bridge across.' Island Creek is
quite laughable. Under scare head
Sthsti per publishes a story
ut a -'peilt/siixie• disaster, and of
"delay selikh may cost the lives of
many and city damage suits" also
"expert has again reported that it is
ill worse coodition‘thet it was pre-
viously thought to
The N ew s-Democr a t then proceeds
'to go into details about the mayor
calling attention to the bridge in his
nwasage, of the procraotistation anS
delay of the Republican legislative
boards, of the cotternittee that was to
oseet ith 'the board of Poblic aiorks
%,„1111 Wed irusday and the failure of te
 (comsnittee to be there to take up the
plates, to build a new bridge which
has been repeatedly condemnseb by
the city engineer and street inspec-
Ms, and that the board of works will
have a member to go before the leg-
islative boards to urge action.
The News-Democrat has the.
wrong pig by the ear and for its in-
formation The Register will say that
the street inspector on Wesissesday
reported to the board of public works
that one of the supports of the Sixth
or Bridge street bridge had settled
an inch or two, no doubt thee to the
heavy rains, and the board ordered
the engineeer to examine the alleged
defect and if any trouble existed re-
port to the board at its next meeting.
The News-Democrat has the idea
that the report was out the Fourth
street bridge .which that paper has
been trying to get the general coun-
cil to tear down and replace with a
large $25,000 bridge so the street
railway company can use it. The
Fourth street bridge has never been
condemned by the engineer or street
inspectot, nor is it in a dangerous
condition, nor has the street railway
any franchise to cross Island Creek
at Fourth street. A new bridge will
be built at Fourth street, but only
sufficiently large or pablac use.
The bridge at.. •Sixtb or Bridge
street which hag settled"
 at one of
the supports is not in a dangerone
condition; it was built three years
ago. and early this month a new
tissor arid all Ineeded repairs were
made at a cost of about et,000. If
the foundation on Which the support
rests, and which has settled an inch
or two is not good, it will be jacked
tip and made secure by the expendi-
ture of a few dollar,. That bridge
is a wooden bridge entirely, while the
one at Fourth street is an iron
bridge.
Before tthe News-Democrat pub-
lishes wild-eyed stories, it should
have eense enough to send its report-
ers out and get the facts, and not
make itself the laughing stock of the
town by crediting a seport about one
bridge to another bridge three blocks
away. A newspaper, to pubicsh reli-
able news must have enough enter-
prise to get its bearings and not make
such amusing mistakes as those that
occtired in its issue of yesterday.
Friday, lune 29, Igo&
Indorses The 'Register .
City, June 38,1906.
Editor, "Register...stewing my vis-
it in your city I have read with de-
bt-SA, the ie-arless editorials found in
your publication. I am glad Padu-
cah has a paper -With both a heart
and a conscieace. '
I have always contended that the
editorial coliantrt wif she press are
mightier than the julpit, and when
I read unvarnished troth, editorially,
I desert to go on record as endors-
ing it
Doing good is a far better occu-
pation than digging gold.
Respectfully,
HARRY L. DAVENPORT.
The Register .has always stood for
law, good morals, and good govern-
ment. By its independence it has in-
curred the ill vrt/l of the immoral and
vicious. at the head of which, stand
a few men of pretendled respectabil-
ity who profit very materially by theled
e-- things which this per has always'1
(-lumen; and as a oonsequence we are
'0t""" daily by that gang in theirk4liNforts to have The Register boy-' ttrAlf and driven out of businees.t Ii'gosthey could accomplish their pur-
The
 
s, this fair city swould be ruined
'‘ wing -icreased tribute to the concerns
' lees •
ateh they are ineerested, and therace
i . t 'airtettan Sabbath mode a day of rev-
if) ri debauchery. Owning stockS
smother papers they force them, a 1.
w
hilveir battles agaiost the peo-
bY •
sood them in planting their
m frrnily on the necks ofc
he s 'showing f Padwaale, they 'bluff andI lost •ceived an 
' • '
. 
wiertain mercinAtt..Into ayear's fir
Saturday root of The. ,jtikettetes, 'all
premiums re ri
mA nds for decency. aievthe first NI -
the tnisese s "cells fititairiolz)ats intone/
66:66111ted to rac
,,,..., gang is .1104.
 steoneThe prop(''
charged *e lilted in thew spit:pose,
elicit- policies; xpix bl .tsishing'. another
is Oren aided Is
'M 5, something theythose policke si
swearer became effkoring to do ever
el,Illtlf6i,ir irremiedi.
..itt)e .notice.. 11.5
at once irliorancet
A irony of whom ye
• spellicies under the
Opening Crow
tian—Tickets will b.
den Wyo., Billhies a
Moo*. Dates of sale
1ipo6. irielsteive final li
1006. Round trip rate
on of affairs
er 
joist of such let-
above is ap- I
r and the high
- 
gratifying
, liberty-
of Padu-
as the
manuns=nantatatrylot,
r%
 sy within t
trnths foe it would
so hot for the corrupt gang
dominates the affairs of this el and
encourages the trampling 'of ih. a ws
under foot, that they would be c
pelted to stand aside anl the •e-
cent people would run the city
lines that would enable all to be ben
Attest. If The Register is accomplish-
ing much good for the city, at a
great cost, who reaps the benefit?
A grandson. Elliott F. Shepard of
New Yorks of the late V4 H. Vander-
'bilt must go to prison and serve
three .months in Paris for runnina
over and killing a girl while driving
his automobile. Strong effofts have
been made to remit the imprison-
ment, but the authorities are obdso
vonet
next
made
that
s' Chicago is to have competition in
the telephone business, and the lode-
oendente are to enter there. By rea-
son of the telephone trust and mo-
nopoly that city has beep losing mil-
lions in trade. The Clsicago Corn-
ier baok of the.
competition in
e general council of Chicago is
aring to investigate the books of
elektnic company that for she
e Of regulating the rates the
ny shall charge
cities do not own the publis
regulate theshoOldl
consanners.
rate.
The Register has no desire to in-
terfere with the pleasure of the au to-
inobolists .who use the streets of Pa-
ducah but unless OK. general council
puts a curb on the reckless speed
of the mochinss, some one. will lw
killed. If any one is killed or crip-
plea, then the auttemibilist should
be sent to the penitentiary for mur-
der. The safety of the public is. of
more importance than tire pleasure
of the owners of the machines.
The many Jetty damage suits
brought against the police officers
by Shysters, have caused ,the bond
companies to ask to be relieved
from the bonds of these officers.
The companies' fees for. lawyers to
look after their interests amounts to
mone then the premium. The many
contemptible and dirty snits against
he city in the past, call for suits for
icious.prosecutions.
the
Pts*P
comp
utilitie
rates.
Family But Na name.
(Chicago Chronicle)*
"He did not• care much idivr
hie." This was the. careless *mark
made concerning Stanford White
the day after Harry K. Thaw; shot
and killed him by •a lifelong acquaint-
ance in New York.
The man who made it gave no
sign that he appreciated what he was
baring. He said White did not care
much for home with the same non-
chalance with which he would have
said that he did nest care much for
'dress r for driving. He evidently
felt that a man's attachment or want
of attachment to his home was as
much a mattor of taste and therefore
as indisputable as a taste for oysters
or for polo.
Could there be a worse augury for
American society.? A deceet man
always forms_ :an attachment for
some home even if he has none of
his own. If he has a homi"of his
own, however bumble, and does not
care for it he is a man who will
bear watching. If he has a` palatial
home and an innocent and interest-
ing family and abundant means of
living and does not love his home it
is safe to say that he is in one or
more ways a bad man.
That this was the status of Stan-
ford White was one of the very first
developments of the tragedy. He
did not care much—that is, he did
not care a straw—for home life. He
had his lodgings in New York and
his wife had hers in a country home
on Long Island. He had a hopeful
son in early manhood who should
have been his constant companion,
but he only seems to have been in
the way of his father.. They would
take their luncheon at some restaur-
ant and their dinner at some club.
When night came the father would
make some excuse to the boy and
hie away to one roof garden and the
lonely boy betake himself to some
other.
This was the program on the
night of the shooting. The father
could not enjoy himself in the com-
pany of his boy. He had "important
business" which called him away and
this important business appears to
have been a revelry with a number
of chorus girls in a roof garden
vaudeville.
If White had cared much for home
and had been at home that night he
would not have been killed. It was
his appearance at Madison Square
garden, where the play was one he
had seen a hundred times and did
not interest him at all and where he
made frequent trips behind the
scenes that inflamed the mind of
Thaw and led to the deadly assault.
When the matter is sifted down to
its elemental facts he was killed be-
cause 'he did not care much for
home life"
When a man bars virtuou
and an elegant homç and
care much for them * is alwa
cause he cares for a lot of &ber
women, and that kind of man always
Comes to grief The wages of sin
is death and he is sure to be paid off
some time or other. For a long ti
he appears, to be cheating fate,
let him not for one moment suppose
that his Nemesis has forgotten him.
If his wages are not paid regularly
they will be paid all in a lump with
compound interest.
No Back Doors to Saloons.
Unless the prohibition of liquor-
selling on Sunday is rigidly and im-
partially enforced will prove the
source of immeasurabe corruption,
says the Lonilviile Post.
Let us imagine that all of the ison
saloons,- save too, close on Sunday
The value of the patronage secured
by the too saloons would be, very
great; so 'great that they could pay
handsomely for the privilege of vio-
lating the law.
There is in Louisville enough prof-
itable crime. All gambling has not
been suppressed. Pool-rooms ope-
rate. Crap shooting games go on in
.t ire. Little lot-
tery shops open and (is profiteble
besiness until attention is directed to
tfiem by the Eeening Pos'.
The baneful inflences of 'hese in-
stitutions is always apparent in
Louisville politics. To this influencehas been added the power of the law-less saloon.
1 his year an efort has been mailo
to bring the saloon ba-iness under
the rule of the law. If it fail, if the
orders issued arc to be igq,pred by aprivileged few, if in a hundred, or inten, saloons liquor is sold on „Sundaythe last condition of Louisville poli-
tics and of the Louisvile pojitek willhe worse than the first.
'It is perfecty feasible to keep every
saloon closed on Sunday. The law
requires it. The machinery of thelaw and the penalties of the lavi suf-fice.
There can in this direction be no
concession and no favoritism and noprotection. Every saloon opened onSunday must be closed permanently
and its license canceled. Every po-liceman who fails to report such sa-loons or who fails fully to report thefacts must be disciplined. Law, order
and the security of life and prfs ieri tseare involved in this contest. bypolitical combinations, if by 
l .
of money in politics the lavele s S2.4loons triumph all law is dishottored.
At last the i'elf-respectinot _tordealers seem to have awake** tothe necessity of putting the business
on ik better basis and of co-oeitritting
with every element that would Oradi-
. ore)*
s"O
•
'tate lawlessness, giv;ng to every
'
business and to every ,nian a square
deal. The liquor dealers' . 'a' ssocia-
tion has made the followina diefara-
tions of its purposes' c"
Practically all the repotable retailliquor dealersof Louisvire have sign-
ed an agreement delegating full au-
thority to the executive committee ofthe Mutual Protective Association totake such steps as the committee
may deem necessary to force all re-tailers of liquor to obey the laws.
This means that the liquor trade
understands that the policy of a
strict enforcement of the laws mustbe met by a thorough compliance
w:th all the regulations laid down bythose entrusted with the execution ofthe laws.
The experience of the past two orthree Sundays has demonstrated thatthe back. door evil has come-with-the-.. _ ._
closing experiment, and the associa-tion is determined to stop this evil
at its very beginning. To secure ageneral enforcement of the law. ths
association will employ as many
special officers as may be necessary,
and will see that every violator ofthe closing order is prosecuted.
The association has decided that it
will not aid or countenance any ef-fort to close any other 'ines of busi-
ness but its own. It does not believethat there is any wrong in the con-duct of any business that the com-
mon practices of the people of the
community render necessary to their
convenience, and the Mutual Protec-tive Association does not wish to
secure immunity -:rorn any law thatthe enlightened public opinion de-
sires enforced by making .the law
"odious" through a harsh or sum-
mary enforcement. :n brief, the or-ganized liquor traffic holds the opin-ion that in this demoeratic cotmtrythe majority is the sovereign author-ity, and that it must make its appealfor justire and fair treatment ....) thepublic that it seeks to seve, and thetrade believes that :he public does
not wish to meddle witn any otherbosiness but its own, bat., rather. thatit correct stieh abuses a; exist :ii its
own ranks, ai-.4 when this is done,the liberal-memita pol.t:c. sell regardit with such toleration or lava: Ss :tdeserves.
This has excited wonder .tt various
ektvarters. There are saloonkeepers
who believe It is mere "bineombe."There are other -: who doubt the sin-
cerity of this assocoition. There are
others still who doubt the 2,,wer ofthe organizatisn to Liliill the.o pled-ges.
It will soon be possible to test the
sincerity and the efficiency of this
association. Its professions, like the
professions of other men, will be de-termined by its own actions.
Certainly it is possible to enforcethe laws, all the laws relating to theLaloon, if the Ailoonkeepers' organi-
rativn %will Coefisperate with the
&duffs, the license board and the po-
nce in the manner indicated.
The Evening Post believe . the sa-loonkeepers are on the risht road.We accept their offers of :,...istance.We know of no •eorse affli ,011 than
saloons open by a back door in a1
 
community where the law forbidsliquor-selling on Sunday. In such
saloons vice and crime wi:1 Ilour'sh.
These outlaws will attrsc: other out-laws until the privileged salonn be-
comes the very center of crime, thetallying point for all crimirale Theretan be no compromise here; no re- 1lasation of vigilance; no granting ofprivilege; no turning back. All the
saloons must be closed au i da: Sentday, and closed front, std. and rens.
':-:-':-:":-+':-:-+-{-:-:-:--:-.:-:-+-:..: :-:-+....
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OTHER COUNTRIES
HEARD FROM. +
1119Wier.11W-selWasOserseelsossirosanosta
Little Difference.
(Boston Transcript)
'Twixt beggar man and man of
wealth;
The difference is not immense;
The former lives upon his rags,
Ths latter on his rents.
Peanut Politician.
(Atlanta Constitution.)
A candidate for office in Holli-
daysburg, Pa., made affidavit that his
caM n
tor peanuts. Naturally the inferenceis that he is a peanut politician.
Wasting Time.
(Houston Post.)
Those who are pleading for a sane
Fourth of July are wasting them that
ought to be devoted to getting the
ambulances, the bandages, the under-
takers and the cemeteriei ready forbusiness.
Bad Combination of Colors,
(Washington Post.)
When a man who feels blue goes
out and fills up on red liquor the re-
sult will naturally be that dark
brown taste. Any mixer of colors
will tell you that.
One Pious Editor Out West.
(Plymouth, One., Review.)
Candidates should not disturb the
editor on Sunday Editors need a
chance tu pray. Simply can't get out
withoti; praying.
Ambition: She—"Now that you
have an automobile ,that will break
records, are you not satisfied?"
He—"No, I went one that wilL break
trees and tZlegrapb poles."—Life.
THAW INDICTED FOR
MURDER IN FIRST D
MOTIVE FOR MURDER AAA 0
BEEN DISCOVERED—WHITE 0
ALLEGED TO HAVE 0
•0
0
GROSSLY INSULTED MRS.
THAW IN A RESTAURANT o
0
0
WIFE OF MILLIONAIRE MUR- 0
DERER POSITIVELY RE- 0
FUSES TO TESTIFY 0
IN CASE. 0
Every Day Adds New Evidence
the Depravity of the
Stain Creature.
01
New York, June a8.—A Coroner'sjury brought in a verdict that White
came to his death by gunshot
wounds inflicted by Harry K. Thaw,
The inquest was completed and seat
to the jury shortly after it o'clock
According to the Morning Tele-
graph, the direct cause of the -mur-
der of Stanford White by Harry
Thaw was an insulting remark made
by White concerning Mrs. Thaw in
Martin's restaurant shortly UMW
the shooting took place.
Concerning this, the Telegraph
says:
"By far the most significant in-
cident has been missed by the police:
"It was learned that as Thaw and'his party passed Stanford White,
who was sitting with Truxton Beale
and another in Martin's restaurant,
%Vhite sneeringly glanced at Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, saying loud enough for
all sitting near him to hear:
" 'There she goes. She's any-body's property.' I '•
"Thaw was at White's elbow at
this time. Leaning over the table,
Thaw shook his finger in White'sface.
" 'You 
—
I'll get you for those words,' he
said.
-Later Sanford White and hisfriends left the table at which theyiiad been sitting and walked through
the dining-room to the terrace,%here they sat in the open air drink-itig Mien liquors. As White passed
the Thaw table he tapped Evelyn
Nesbit familiarly upon the shoulder
0 0 0 0 0 0
New York, June at
afternoon the grand j
an indictment against H
Thaw, charging murder in the
first degree.
Thaw refused to submit to
examination, or answer any
questions, but the alienist,
appointed by the' district at-
torney's office to examineinto his mental condition relO parted to Attestant District
O Attorney Not today that sofar as they are able to de-
g terrnine he is perfectly sane.
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CAI
better remembered than that
Gil in the Pie."
A banquet was in progress
studio . The studio was a s
of luxury. The entertainme
there were Luculian in charac
a truthful descriptioh of them
read like a chapter from
Vadis. In this instance the.
surpassed all his former
hospitality. 
The 'little spread.
plate. Artists, arCh
about town, with s
the "fashionable" s
derworld, we
had been dri
eating, toa brillia
expuraga for faint
hour w near'sg daw
were ing politely to
ariness, when the
his "piece de resistance.
Girl Buret Pie's
Four nqgroes entered,
hue pie, around which
wax candles of every *a
isqgroes retired. The
looted on in amazed silenc
neath the crust, in the middle
table, there was a faint stir,
from some living thing. • .At
from the host orchestra concea
patine, swung int" the strain, tif
old reursers jingle:
"Four and Twenty Blaclibirds B
In a
Siastitameouely the weir beneath t
cnsst increased. It was buret by
rose a slim figure, half child, half
movement from beneath, and there
woman, who turned a pretty infanand said something to her which no farce upon the *Strtrs, and sone else heard. I poised, in her black gauze wrappings,Girl Turns White. as a birAabout to fly, while twenty-"The girl shuddered and turned as four raid canaries, that had been im-white as the napery upon the table posemed in caw, with her, Messedbefore her. It was then she wrote. by her hand, flew about in everythe no to her husband sitting direction.
" 
across the table from her— 
'That dirty blackguard is here.11. 
Taltan by Stanford White.One
 of, seo
 own
 .sa, at et,. toto og
of
cident in Martin's had fol- so los table rose. att pres .1 hisa occurrence several „weeks way
 to
 the, mimic He
 
laughinglyago at had set aflame the fires of lifted the girl from the table to thejealousy that had smouldered in floor. Ile was Stanford White, TheThaw's breast from the moment he girl was Susie joem,„,,,i, a childhad learned of the relations that had ribottet she
 was then mrsee yewsexisted between his wife and Stan- old. linentelately after the daintily-ford White. she disappeared. -Her mother, wh'10i1 the day Thaw and his wife lives at No. IN Eight avenue. souarrived in this city from Pittsburg a the aid of the police and the pr
to findemio tth.e girl, but they wereoure
For three years ch., remainhiding. When he was found
told a revolting story of t/s
terearenent and desertion t •0'7
whom Nernes/is overtook i ivy
of light and mumic and let on
e sic
. 
was received by Evelyn Nesbit
from Stanford White in which he
a-keil her to meet him and to dine
with him afterward in his bachelor
studio in the tower of Madisop
Square Garden.
-This note was given at once by
Mrs. ,AaTh w 4 
itself enough 
to berhusbaungd.
to send Nfondar !MAK..
any husband camping on the trail of "I was lifted from ths:the writer. There was in it an ap- seat art the table, and gemparently studied attempt to ignore the qtron of the revel," sthe fact that Evelyn Nesbit had a 'It was eazzling for a littlekusband. The tone of familiarity in fmt in the end it proved a sactwhich the note was worded, the use dom.
of expressions to which White had 'Mr White was kind for aaccustomed the girl while acting as —Hese, but he went to 'Europher protector, and the apparent con- when he returned and I triedfidence he expressed that she would him he was never in. • He h.conic to him at once would have .orticaed hie clerks to get ridh-en unbearable to eny man in with as little trouble as posl.Thaw's l'ilace. The appearance of never 1141•W him again."1
WIfite in the place, the remark made This was thel. not -. /et--1:y him and overheard by Thaw, the ttwned inteothe etreett 
-.so...familiarity of action and patronizing 'Weight.
Evelyn Nesbit as he passed her in
going out to the terrace and the
young woman's nervcms lereor all
keyed young Thaw up to a iort of
desperate frenzy. When he received
from Evelyn the note iii which she
charactrized White as a dirty black-
guatd it is certain that he then re-
solved to end White's life that night.
He described his emotions clearly
when he said:
" 'I saw that fat scoundrel sitting
there, big and healthy, and then I
looked and saw how she was suffer-
ing. She was pale and thin, and
trembling so she could hardly talk.
She was a nervous wreck and he
was sitting there big and healthy.'
"It is now known that Stanford
White's death sentence was read at
that moment:"
WHITE TURNED "GIRL
IN PEE" INTO STREET.
Susie Johnson, Child Model, Was
Deserted by the Man She Mar-'s
ned When He Learntd
the Story.
New York, bust 28—In the tradi-
tions of gay life in New YeIrk .thereiv trot incident more Diciurcliatie not
*A *lir
cobscidnce 'StiteltJohnson married, and when • hue-
, bandi learned of the "girl in the
inner he brooded over rIsN eitisnansin his wife's tined tiesst be-
cans- Insane. It eneks, his de-'itertion of her.,
[AUTHOR OF DARING DINN'ER.:__
'ThilladelPhia Remembers How 1,Vhite-
Had Girl Guests Disrobe at Table
Philadelphia. Pa., 'June 28.—Stan--
ford White and Harry K. Thaw,
principals in the recent New Yoe*
shooting, were both well known to.
,the und'er world of Philadelphia. bust
:where Thaw wits known merely. ire
s cassia/ way Wfnite was known as
the originator of at least one of the-i r-host daring dinners ever carriedthrough in ties city. It is not. athing to be talked *hole and there;is little wonder that it was not melt-
tinned pebb-ly until Willie's midden
death tvroright in its train a series of
revelation which appareeely broke the
Peal of secrecy from a second series.
Upon the °cc a sionai of his visits to
' delpItia. White denentlly ' stop-
(0-NWT-Med on Page Six)
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TH Warerooms, 405-407 Jefferson
LOST HAIN
OP NOTCHERS TAKE THREE
ST PITS FROM THE
1:10t etICAHANS.
Cairo Gets Mad and Shuts Out Tail
Enders—jacksonville Takes
Another.
How They Stand.
Meanies 
 32
re> 
 32
Irvine...  26
Danville 
 
26
Pachscab 
 24 31
attoon 
 
20 33 -377
L. Per.
.604
.58a
.528
21
23
25
29 -47.3
.436
Results Yesterday.
noennes, a; Paducath,i.
Jacksonville, 4; DanvilleA.
Cairo, 2; Mattoon, 0
Schedule For Today.
Paducah at Mattoon.
Cairo at Vincennes.
Jlacksonvilk at Danville
Vincennes, Ind, June 28.—Today's
we. the best game of the sea-
Not a run was made until elevJ
ethining. In *even innings not
a base \on balls, battery hit, aacrifice
bit or stolen base. MoraWs failure to
balely -handle Cooper's long drive
scored Nippel4. who reached first on
a single Whitley went to 'bat for
Parnell in the elcvendt and hit to
right field; Has, Aribled Mitchell's
heat; Matteson fined ttse bases with
iinfield hit and Wilkinsoit's liner 14)
she It field scored ely aria
Mitchell. It was Fades
big crowd was out.
Vincennes
Tat
 29 a
Paducah 4 6 a
Batterie.--Parrell ;ml
Btahic and Downing.'
Matteson;
Cairo Shuts Out Tail Radars:
Nfattoon, June 16cals
re shut out today:
C 
Bateeries— Morgan and
*Carthy and Langdon.
RHE
2 2 1
0 4 4
Series,
Jackslonvale. 4: Danville. a.
Jacksonville, 1111.., June 3R—In a
well plryeei gloom the Locals won to-
day:
• 
RHE
Deterville 
 
2 g 2
JaciesnoviMe  .   4 S 2
Baittnies--Selby and Quiesser;
Pax and Belt
WORLD OF
PLEASURE
MISS ELIZABETH ATKINS EN-
TERTAtNED WITH CHARM-
ING AFFAIR.
- Number of Church Affairs Given
at Different Places, and All
Were Ercijoyable.
One of the errost enjoyable affairs
of the week was the entertainment
ven lain evening by Miss'Elizabtth
ASOce,1.4 % their handsome tenni:
"WhiTe le'" in Arcadia. The at.
lace was beautifuliy decor-
ated an arranged for the occasion,
and i laity friends were out from the s
city ) share the hospitality show-
ered.
Misses Ji
I!- so dri
to
SundaySchool Classes.
and liovenelcis ye
Lard thtir SIII
with a picnic at
re the large c
C ch Entertainment.
Aa deli.. tful time was had by a
large crowd at the Trimble street
Methodist chine+ last evening, a
charming musicale. and literary pro-
gram being rendereek followed by
service of cooling ices and refresh
ments. Mists Jessie Hudson of
Banithan, Mn., entertained with many
rare renditions, she being an elo-
cutionists, violinist and plartiet of
talent. 
,
Lawn Party
Tit,C lawn narty iriven last evening
• try the Newell society of the Broad-
way Methindiet church was quite a
charming and trans:Mc/me affair. oceur-
ing at the residence of Mrs. William
}Nodes! of Jefferson street. The large
and comIncodione iiawn was prettily
arranged with Japlarretie lanterns, and
Itinsevelte evening a fine progleamtendered, 'While refreshments
were partaken of by the many Mere
Ps& Supper.
Many ellioYeiale supper served at
Wallace, park evening by the
'Christian Endeavor society of thr
Prpow.hvf ro \thnr
126‘crowit was large, white the letest
1114144 dclicaries, a
*tle.htefeyk all.
Paducahans Out .
'Mlarty people of the city -went to
the Lone Oak college last evening
and witnessed the attractive com-
mencement exercises for he county
public schools. Features on the pro-
gram were above the average and
furnished delightful pleasure to all.
There were several hundred people.
present, mostly from the rural dis-
tricts, sae,
OFFICER GETS
$25.00 REWARD
Officer Ernest Hill Secured Convic-
tion of Saloonkeeper.
Officer Ernest Hill is the first
party party to capture the $as prize
offered by the Retail Liquor Dealers'
Association of this city for the con-
viction of any person selling whisky
on the Sabbath. Yesterday morning
in The police court Officer Hill had
J.. D. Overstret of Eighth and Boyd
streets convicted of sposing of
-liquor bast Sabbath to several
negroes, Judge Sanders imposing a
fine Of $10 and coats. Mayor Yeiser
afterwards revoked Overstreet's lic-
ense, and he bas been forced to cicise.
Several months ago the retail liquor
4Ieaders announced they were desirous
of helping, the authorities see that
the laws were observed by parties en-
gaged in this business, and in assist-
ing the association published for
many duns in all three papers, their
offer of a reward of $23 to the per-
son securing a conviction of any sa-
loonist or other person dealing in
strong drinic. The Overstreet con-
viction of yesterday was the first
since then and today the popular of-
hoer will claim the ;25, which he is
entitled to.
REFLECTIONS OF
A BACHELOR.
Wonder if a baseball umpire keeps
the same stiff sipper lip in an err,-.
nientat home?
A 4n could afford to smoke s-
cent cigras•inatrad of a pip t if his
sons spouM get along on to-cent oars.
The worst about trying to cut
down expenses is that if you .can use
less ice it's because it's so cold Ygo
must use more coal.
One of the thing, a girl likes about
a dance is that she has such a good
1
•0111011111111•0•1
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TALKING MACHINE
a As we are in the midst of hot weat
ture at the present time, and these
at present. Come one come all .and
st., produced by the only talking mac
of the world. The Victor and the Z6
from Am to $loo put within the
wealthy. Remgmber that these m
Leading Machine
Remember my records for sale
$5.00.
We have high elass operatic recor
$1.0, $5.00. All the latest leading ope
Patti, Mraceila Sasembrich, Carauso
a great many other celebrated artists of
piece before purchasing it, so you can
don't sell second hand machines or r
guaranteed and every rekord is perfect
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
need ees and we will repair your broken
We will take pleasure in explaining the
phone. I have soo new and latest m
most celebrated operas, and from the
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces.
from 7 p. mi. to m.. No pieces play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. R
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pl
pleascure in showing you about either the
machines, also care of records. • r.P I:
I remain your talking machi ne friend
DON GILBER
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Pa
forget it. 606 S. 4th. St. Paduc ah, Ky.
OF PADUCAH.
er and steeping is a tor-
moonlights we have
ear his muse at 606 S. 4th.
ine, not only of U. S. but
ophone talking machines
of the poor as well as the
es are the
excuse for hiving her
the World
. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
frqui Ar.00, $2.00, $3-00,
singers from Addalena
Sourate and Gazore and
's kind. I will play any
that it is perfect .We
da. Every machine is
new. We don't give
try a full stock 'of
Ines at liberal prices.
hanism of your Zono-
m ragtime to the
t bands both Am-
concerts will be
twioe and we play
that you can buy
we. We will take
or or Zonophone
in fingers resting
bed the next morning. thumbs will the
When a woman sneaks her hut- bone and the c
band's only decent necktie out for the full flat of
their son to wear, she realizes she is position knead t
not acting fairly, but she knows she ways bearing in
is being a good mother.—New York cols of the flesh
Press. same treatment .apl
chin and thhe em
many people will
merit, it is best ex
condition has been
sluggish circulation,
sometimes in an
sometimes in a su
of fatty tissue. Thei
Aich equalizes matt
wrong in both cases,
wasted tissues and ca
sorbed any unhealthy
Of course a good ski
be used throughout th
and all creams that ha
mineral fats encourage
of hair, so must be avoi
ing cream it will be fo•
et of economies to bit
A IS
h and don't you
breakiaot
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THE DOUBLE CHIN.
Correct Treatment to
This
Rid
Blemish.
Oneself of
There is scarcely anp one who
retains the contaur of the lower part
of the face after the age of thirty.
Either the underjaw becomes thin or
the dreaded double chin arrives and
both could be prevented if a few
precautions were taken against the
tendency of nature to play tricks
with this part.
The correct treatment for the low-
er part of the face is to rest the face
in the palms of both hands, with the
Extra 13. -WWI
D A Y !
S.
Dec ated
ina
ups and
Saucers
Full Size
the temples. The
be along the jaw-
lc will rest against
e hand. In this
face gently, ai-
d the lifting pro-
the face. The
s for the double
iated face. As
oubt this state-
ined that either
rought about by
nd 'this results
sufficient and
fluous deposit
fore massage,
rs, repairs the
It builds up
ses to be ab-
eposit of fat.
food must
Sr exercises,
e animal or
he growth
ed. In bay-
nd the dear-
the cheapest.
•
Six
Decorated
China
Cups and
Saucers
Full Size
Commencing this morning at 9 o'clock we will sell you
this lovely decorated set of genuine china cups and
saucers FOR. ONLY 29 CENTS PER SET. Only
one set to a customer. Think of it: six cups and
saucers for the price you, would ordidarily pay for
one: All cups and saucers will be wrapped and guai-
anteed as represented. Sale starts promptly at 9 0!'„rece
4., •
•
rp,
BALDWIN PIANO
It Aypeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
GUY NANCE,
Manager.
-
U. NANCE,
Embalmer.
,GUY NANspE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
t for Bich and In!ured Only.
s13 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOIIE ipp.
NEW PHONE 334 PAVUCA.H, KY.
Subscribe For The Register
Cyclone Insurance s
$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
Ibuti
,rtoonr
Abram L Weil & Co.
Campbell Building.
s
far
Inn
Both Phones :.71
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Oultars and ViolirfLoB
Wit, HAVE JUST RECEIVED AN IMPORT SHIPMEAinf
EUROPt_: AND WE ARE NOW' OFFERING THE BST." DE)
DESIRABLE INSTRUMENTS EVER SHOWN IN PADU%iver Gii
Guitars from $1.40 to $15 Co.3,
Violins from $300 po $2( 
WITHOUT STION. WE ARE SHOWING TI1 MANN'S
ASSORTM THE FINEST VALUES IN S
OFFERED TOWN.
Har • our'§ Book Depart
tettutumstutts=======sum=
VT)
a •
Fir Smith
WatcYL and T r %vet
BY EXPERPirnadwaY
PriCi SEARS, M. D.
/07 kleyrs St.
'phone 377.
•••••. 
•
N. C. AUBANKS.
lomeOpathist.)
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-THAW, INDICTED
(Continued From Page Four.)
:pied at the Hanel Wafiton, where ins
actions were always those of the bril-
liant nian of affairs which he appear-
ed to be in public. There v, ere those
abut.: hotel, ho r. ,
that at times when ptibliely register-
ed at the Broad street house he also
had less public accompdationi in the
city, lie visited here ta ice in close
succession about six months ago and
is wa,. upon he occastion of his
secoad visit that he announced to
atene of the hotel .people that he was
to give a little dinner at a resort ln
Girard which- thaS since been closed.
Introduces Lively Novelty.
Upon his return about 5 in the
Anornii,g be stated that hu had in-
• troduced to Philadelphia the novelty
the English set, "the strip jack din-
ner." As nearly as could be made
out from White's description the din-
ner was attended by .tibont ten girls
and five or six men. Even here
, AN'Inte's tendency in favor of exceed_
ingsly young girls was noticed, as he
reierred to the girls by a slang
-
phrase indicating that they were very
. 
, 
. young.
Before the dinner Ernes calling
' for forfeits were played and ea.:11
..-Mlettl-tior the reminvah of some art-
icle of ckOthile sirTial the girls were
called upon to shake dice for stakes
H
p
provided by The inen and the loser 
.in each ease required to ve
a in'tlitilPhibealleteentrefie• 11 ett-
. -icle of clothing, so that by the tiT11 ,.
dinner 'began the • girls' toilets were
'-In a el6sturbed condition.
Disrobing Continued at Dinner
'Men at the dinner equipment
was mode for the removal of one
article of attire foe each coarse
served, with a prize of large value
offered fin the one whose clothing
longest saewived th et stripping test.
It was also understood by some of
White's acquaintances here that he
'at-grin time bad a room engaged in
'Arch street where packages were
sent him at times, although none of
• his acqtraintances would tacky admit
to having been invited to the room,
which was generally sopposoll ta he
• need by him as 2 ttido or work-
It is recalled by V4'hites, acquaint-
ponces that he was ire Philadelphia for
Several weeks at the time of the pro-
sanction haire of "Thie •Wikb Rose."
IM'which Mrs. Thaw, then Miss Nes-
tle:tete her first 'appearance upon
stage. Mise Nesbit up to that
me had been earning her living as
artist's model, yet while with the
Rose c-ompany slhe and her
lived at the-Hotel Walton in
style. VVirite never called
her there, although he met
equently at the theatre..
IN AGAINST WOMEN
t a Thousand Girls as
They Are Beau' •'&
, June 28.-11 is the sin
housand girls, as weak as
stinful, debauchell and
men of great fealth„
legitimate achievement.
for years traded on the
ity, of tbeir social po-
et* and their position
say absolutely why
Thaw on lase Monday
White to death
of the iripre Madi-
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weigh the matter
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Aid relatives of Stanford White wer•
t St. James, Long Island, at his
uneral, the inquest, was held before
oroner Dooley in t e criminal court
b ilding.
opiaionh veered to Harry
1' aw, and on every hand one hears
tx ressions tit "It served him right,"
e should have been killed long
ag
it .ealcitno light on White's life
she s a grinning skelton, and his re-
s are eaer to hush up the
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D FE LOWS ELECT.
Man Lodge Chose Officers Last
Wig t and Irgleside Will Do So
Thi.; Eviping.
••••••••••
I.ast evening Mangum lodge of
Odd Bows met at the Fraternity
buildi and chose the elective
officers ho art to serve for the en-
suing !..1 Ill( HI thS. Samuel Cohn
was na ed a- noble grand, and
Col. Jose; E. '' Vet-, as vice grand.
These are the • rlective officials
to be n iied , the secretary,
treasurer and others being selected
the first scif this year for twelve
months. Next Thursday night the
new noble grand and vice grand
will be installed in their respective
positions, at which time Mr. Cohn
then names the appointive officers
who are to. serve with him until the
last of this year.
This evening Ingilicte lodge holds
its semi-annual election.
LABORERS OUT
ON A STRIKE
WHEELBARROW MEN AND
SPREADERS THREW UP
JOBS YESTERDAY.
They Wanted An Increase in Pay
of Twenty-five Cents Per Day,
Which Was Refused Them.
The unusual rush with which the
bitulitlue work was started off on
Kentucky avenue at Fourth street
was brought to a sodden and unex-
pected termination yesterday morn-
ing when the large gang of negroes
employed there refused to return to
their labors unless given $1.50 per
day. 0 They have been getting $1.25
per day, and the contractors refusing
to pay the twenty-five cents raise,
the darkies all went on a strike, and
work had to be brought to a stand-
still.
Supt. Lindsey says they will get
more men right away, even if they
have to send out of town for them,
and that the operations will be in-
terrupted for only a day or two.
Those quitting were only the ones
that wheeled and spread the concrete
and crushed rock foundation for the
improvement
The strike among the negroes does
not effect the storm sewer, concrete
curb and gutter and other work goes
ahead uninterrupted.
NEW MACHINERY.
Langstaff-Orrn Overhauling Their
Planing Mill Department.
The Langstaff-Orm mill people are
now tearing out the old machinery in
their planing mill department at
Second and Adams streets 'prepara-
tory to installing an entirely new and
up-to-date outfit. One set of new
machinery has already arrived and
been put in, while Mr. Lineus Orme
has Just returned from Beloit, Wis.,
where be purchased more mechanism
cf a Modern type for the mill. It
will be here in about one month for
in when the department
will then be one of Oa' finest
the country.
The rector was showing us
through the Sabbath-school.
"And where is the infant class?"
we thoughtlessly inquired.
"Our is a very fashionable congre-
ga nn, sighted the good than in re-
ply. last we have no infante—
Louisvi Courier-Journal.
Weary
"Man wanted to
coal, tend furnace,
den, mind chickens an
Frayed Fagin (groaniet
dem matrimonial adv
make me tired."—Judge.
(reading "ad.")—
wood, bring up
are of gai-
ren."
,,Gee
eta
Qur Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
Y, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY., IS BETTER.
AYES
NTH IIROADWAY.
UM. 16S.
NEW YORK WOMAN'S SH ES
Philadelphia Critic Bays Their le.
pearance Indicates Care-
lessness.
laid a Philadelphia woman the
ar day:
"There is one peculiarity about
en in N60/ York which must stalk
stranger coming to the city.
"At home, and in most other
I have visited, a woman feels
well dressed if only her glcia
shoes are new and really
'ag. In New York that evidt
not the omits, at least so far
footwear is concerned.
"Have you noticed it? Eve
rell dressed women over Is
poor shoes. When they are nO
and broken they are of poor
cneap leather.
"And the fact is the more re
because I have never seen
extravagant in their re.°
those of New York. The
you are in an elevated trai
car observe the row of
The men Neal almost with
be well shod, and th
glimpses of the most boa
In silk and embroidered.
bag above their shoe W
stylishly clad feminine
conspicuous by its absen
"I don't know whether
New York woman coital
tar shoe an unheard o
or whether she is a p
wear. But whatever
oliataahloned Phil
that a lady is known
feet more than by
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S ABILITY.
etted Resourceful
Hundred
a humorous speech
an at a dinner party
ess ability!" he ex
the other day the
young friend of miae
her husband on hu
vs made more money
have you made?' he
dollars,' she said
od!' cried the young
ow dud you make it?'
the young lady, 'you
piano that you only paid
sold it to-day for $400.'
, and what are you goats'
1 the money?' he asked.
Isn't say money,' she
;mid the piano to a deal.
ed. 'He gives me a new
and allows um $400 tot
Haven't I done well? if
me and let me :ma you/
you, you'd grow rich.
! That is over
MARYLAND'S D VOLCANOS
Peaks la Western Mountains
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Rock.
Prof. Philip IL Uhler returns to the
sity with the report of a discovery
which he made in the western Mary-
land mountains. Three peaks, the prin-
;tip& one named Buzzard's Knob,
(Town a plateau about six miles from
the city, reports the Baltimore Ameri-
can. It was for Prof. Uhler to discover
teat the three prominences ate in fact
volcanoes, and that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rock that is
found in the United States.
These psalms are of a different form
Diem volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and
stones are forced up by superheated
steam, leaving a deep hole, but in
these craters in western Maryland tie
whole mountain was originally in a
molten condlUon and the top crust was
forced upward in a dome-shaped form,
and such lava as did not escape was
forced out in vents at various places.
The volcanic roc, of the region is met.
al-bearing, and specimens of gray,
green and gold copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. The domes of the craters
were somewhat elliptical in shape.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
Derivation of Some of the Tangly
• Names Familiar in
Our Day.
Nearly all surnames originally had a
meaning. They were descriptive of
their owners. In a word, they were
nicknames. Uke "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
or "Pud," says the Philadelpala Bulle-
tin.
Peel
en
"eleph Uric
The Parkeru we
awn's parka. The W
mere or rabbit tens.
prepared bark for ta
boueheres were hoteliers.
Bell meant handsome.
meant 'rooked nosed. Cu
polite. And Forster meant to
Napier, a servant in charge of di
ble linen: Palmer, a pilgrim; Wa
wriest, a wagon builder; Webster, a
weaver, Wright. a carpenter. 
Isa, surname that shows the
Peelle have been bald. Grace
fat—ftem the French "grate"
"gra] .1," means big.
altaulil be a clumsy and
1. This streams was
ly.
keepers of Bohle-
n; were war-
The Batten;
The Ls-
Xe ding Xatilers.
"Itareali often weadesed
se meal eosin wit/owes* West.
I. est weir* agate?"
'Why, aej. ;Marailly, thee' west te
Cliperon
, KILL MOOSE FOR PICTUR
New Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Desecration of Canaan
Woods.
Canaan woods have been desecrated,
the guides and residents of the prov.
lace believe. They have been opposed
to the invasion of hunters, but whet
a moving picture machine 'was brought
into the sacred preserves of the woods
they felt that all bounds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract In
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same extent in the world.
Some weeks ago a party came here
from Boston in a private car and there
was much speculation concerning the
uses of a queer looking machine that
,formed part qf the outfit. Dr. Heber
Bishop, a railroad man, of Boston, who
has visited the Canaan woods regular-
ly for several seasons, was the leader
of the party, and with him were R. E.
Follett, head of the New England Fish
and Game association; C. Everett
Johnson, P. T. Marion, artist, and G.
W. Bitzer, of New York, and Harriet B.
Cos, of Boston.
"Must be one of them Getting guns,"
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
piece of apparatus. Charley's opinion
was accepted and loud murmurs of pro
test arose, until it was explained that
tha strange thing was a moving-picture
machine. The party proeeeded to Jim
Ryder's camp, far back in the woods
on one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent
one night in a crows' nest calling
moose. About daybreak one of the
guides hurried iato the camp with the
sews that moose were answering their
calls. The picture machine was har-
e-led out to the crows' nest, but John-
son and Follett had already gilled a
1.200-pound bull, measuring 54 inches
across the antlers. They went through
the motions of Mille( the huge animal
again for the benefit of the picture
machine.
Dr. Bishothad eves better luck; he
was paddlinrin a birch bark canoe
with two guides when a moose carne
swimming toward the craft around •
point The picture machine happened
to be set up on shore, and an excellent
picture o: Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal was taken. This was his twenty-
siahth moose. A mile of film was ex-
posed, making between 40,000 and 50,-
1,00 single pictures.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
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ftertaurant Where the "Arboreal"
• Tendency of lean Is Ca-
tered To.
A shrewd but unscientific person
once complained that Darwin had
omitted fro mhis "Descent of Man" one
of the principal facts which would rap-
port his tkoory of an "arboreal an-
tor," and that was the inherent pro-
pensity of mankind to climb train says
the New Tira-ryitrub's.
'Whether this proclivity shows de.
scent !rem some simian who
"nightly climbed his family
en the top reposed," one may
Darwiniaas and anti-Darwiniaai to
aide, but the fact that "Robinette,"
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell-
ings and restaurants in trees, has sa-
inted for ever half a century, and atill
nourishes, may be taken ad proof that
the manta for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered in the
year 11411 by a man named Guesquin.
It was then a wild and untpequenlbd
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and a
labs or twe from the pretty little vil-
lages of beaux and Fontenay-eihx-
Roses. A lane ran along the side of a
hill a little below the summit, and was
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
tree—an odd corner of the great forest
which once encircled Paris for many
He bought some land thereentireirr for
his own benefit, and not for that of his
rare guests, nailed beams to the largest
limbst of the stateliest tree on his tiny
estate, some 30 feet above the ground,
and on these erected a summer house
reached by a wooden stair, where he
could sit of an evening to smoke his
pipe and enjoy the lovely view of the
Seine valley.
Being hardly more than a couple of
bonne walk from the great University
of the Sorbonne, It chanced that a stu-
dent who was taking a walk one Sun-
day afternoon found out the spot, was
pleased with it, and came again, bring
hag soment—irts- -ewer:dew.- They Ia-
turn told others, and in a few weeks
Guesquin's aerial restaurant became a
favorite resort of the collegians.
f
•
Pulque Brandy.
Pulque brandy Is described as a die.
bolical decoction from a species 01
cactus that if left on a desert Islam,
by itself would raise a riot. Vortu
nately for civilize:ion, this fiery tx)
Don has not become an article Of con,
merce, but is distilled and drunk la,
low-grade Mexican half-breeds aao
renegade widths of old Mexico, wbe
can lay eisim is a useful plaits in
nature only by miterminatiag mien
other.—Portland Oregonian.
Excursion:
St. Louis andi Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oct of Paducah.
3800 For the Round Trip toI Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
VVilly will you suffer'
Whe.•1
Dr. Dwight
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
Wits cured others, will cure you.
Call OR 02, Or Phone 311 Or 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORILS.1
Owen* and POMO St. 'Phone a37„
Sweenth and Clay St. 'Phone 38.
Henry's
Headache
Po. ers
Will be keenly keciatell
after a trial by peop o suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. N. OthIschlaeler
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Dr. B. T. Hag
Office with Dr. Rivers & River
North Fifth, Both Phones
Residence tost t.:tory, Via
•
A. S. D
TrjudiftS.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 309; riga,
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Active
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
SOUTH BOUND
Cincinnati 
• No.
LouisvilI  12:ot
Owensboro
Horse Branch
Central City 
Nortonville 
Evansville
•  
2:28
• 3:30
4:08
ts:30
Nashville 
Hopkinsville 
Peaceton 
Paducah 
Paducah 
Fulton 
Glib., Teas. 
.Rives 
Jackson 
Mlernphis  
New Orleans
101 ko. 1o3 No, eat
a.m. 6:oo p.m.
p.m. 9:40 P.m.
6:3o p.m.
4181110.000
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
eve Jackson, Tenn. 
ye Rives 
re Fulton 
ye Paducah 
Paducah 
Princeton 
opkinsv'lle 
Arrive la *bribe 
Arrive Er grille  3'45 Pm. 945 am. 
:
Arrive Mort 
128
vine 3:51 a.ni„ 10:35
Arrive Centre City • 2 05
43° 
am,
Arrive Horse Eranch .1. '3 :p.m.
4 111 ga
:5 18 a..ua :1:3° a255 p..
Arrive Owensboko 
nt.
. 5 m. 
th
8:so am.. '4:55 p.m.
Arrive 
Louisville5
\  
35 p.m. 
7:fo 4:55 leem•
Arrive Cincinnati  9:iS Pm. 71 bie neollt 
7:30
p:00
itaa3
1230
:A
8:30
805
I :20
2:35
4:15 NIL
410 PAL
6:oo
 ee •4111
 
•• I
•••
No. tau
6:oo
7:40
7:50
9:29
p.m. 12:08 a.m.
p.m. T03 a.m.
p.m. 140 cm
p.m. 4:40 P.m.
▪ 7:ino
9445 p.m.
4:5,5 P.m 2:27 &M.
6:10 p.m. J:40 a.m.
6:15 p.m. 343 &AL
7:20 p.m, 4:30 am.
8:o6 pm. 5:5t a.m.'
8:13.p.m. 6xot m.
7:15 a.m.
:1:10 p.m. 8:2o a.m.
10:35 a.m. 8:t5 p.m.
No. ma No. 104
7:10 p.m. 9:15 am.
6:45 a.RL 8:50 p.m.
8.07 a.m. 10:10
t :39 p.m.
10:15 am. 15:35 &at
11:20 &M. t 4.3 a.nL
11:25 a.m. 1:48 a.m.
12:39 pm. 3:o3 a.ms.
6:15 p.m. 5:30 a.m.
9:25 P.m. ant.
-
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No, 306 No. 
.W4
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:10 p.m.
A  4:25 ei-m. 8:40 p.m.Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago ,r•,  6.30 cm. 6:30 am.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7:so a.m.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave C.abondale 
Arrive Paducah . 
•••
No. 305 No. 375
745 a.m. 9:40 p.m.
2:50 a.m. 6:2o 9.
1540 am. 705 11.
3i5 fem. 11:00 a.
Belt Beef Barred.
Indicative of the radical changes that
are being made British navy is
this recent statement by the admiralty:
"No more contracts for supply of salt
beef have been enser-al Into, as it has
been decided to abolish this article
df, &let" Geld storage takes the place
the beef barrel.
'a
'Ted
rod,"
"Ws, be
merely tearnbe
we five Mims."
Touched Him.
at musette healer de you
me peed and pleaty;
est 1•10)fe we give
imam rem—
CAIRO-NASHVILLE I:MX. '
MORT BOUND
Leave Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Cello  
Air:Ye St. Louis 
Arrive Chicago 
icit-8o1 135-835
II :20 a.M.
2:35 p.m.
4:15
• 6:15 p.m.
7:45 P.m.
7:20 a.m.
6:3o a.m.
7:45 cm
9:25 sam
9:3o a.m
Itoo a.m
6:40 a.m. ..... s
0- •
•••
4:30 P.m
9:30 p.m.
SOUTH BOUND 122-8.22 136-136
6:20 p.m. 9:40 Lin.
Leave St.Losis  9:40 P.m 'Se p.m. 
Leaveal 
 
 6:00 a.m 5:55 p.m.
Arriv  ittstalf  7:45 a.m 7:40 P•811.
Leave Paducah  S:5o a.m. 3:r0 p.m.
Leave Chicago
Arrive Princeton  9:29 a.m. 4:4S Fon
Arrive Hopkisisville  630 p.m.
Arrive Nashville 9:23 icrIL
 •
•
OPeee .....
Trains marked (*) ran daily except Sunday. All other trains rill
daily. Treble 103 sad 104 carry through sleepers *wean Clueiosall.
Meniphie and New Oriesnse trains let and toe eleepgrs between' Lo
whit, Memphis and New Orleans. Ttaias fior and &as steepen Obeewrili I
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 80 connects at Ease Cairo with Chid**
deeper. For further information, sideeek
- J. T. DONOVAN, sorest, City Ticket Office, Paamoall, K.
• I. W. PRATIfER. Tieket Agent, Union ID.P0t, Park K.
P. W. HARLOW, Pk O. A., thais3411e, Irky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. 6. P. A., hfineepille Wm.
WATOVI. n. P. A.. twins" a.
w. it souks. p. ok re. it. um* • Ilk •
/.—S
By
1 i, esioy, to Joseph B. Bowles.)
In the ellictric light I saw that it
was not McGowan, though he was fit-
ting a key into MoGowan's front door.
Then I remembered that all the hic-
Gowans were away for the summer.
I stealthily approached. I Leaped
upon his shoulders.
"No resist:wee-you're my prisoner!"
"That's so," he grunted. "Tm It."
We marched toward the jail. I had
been in office but a week, and was
proud of my first capture. He seemed
thclined to be sociable.
141"Pleasant weather we're having
se w. Ft 
I
*tai I agreed that it was warm foe May.
11 "Great thing, these electric lights."
I wanted to this, too, adding that
they were a protection to honest peo-
PIO
"Yes," be nodded, "the profession
hasn't much show these days."
We were at the jail presently. I
halted in the lighted corridor, and,
pushing open a door, stood aside to:
him to enter.
antes ` This is your room. Hope you'll
-1 d It comfortable."6He looked stout approvingly.
)"Hes--southern exposure-head toi
ili 
the north-very nice, thank you."
, "Glad you like it. Anything I can
k do further?"
"1 riseearly-snippets you have me
called for my bath at seven."
I was going through his well-made
clothes. He was unarmed. His pock-
ets contained a little-a very little-
cheese, and a small bunch of ante
lita' elddkne't do much with those
I Wags." I eommented.
"It Is rather a poor outeltSA he
Alirsed- "Lucky I struck the* fret
lodgings. I suppose good here till
court sits."
"Yes-second week in September."
"Just fits in with my plans. I nitink
*'11 lake It here first rate. Good night."
, I Went away, grinning at his amour-
• =
There was something free and
trn about it that apeealed to me,
• I top early, to have a took at him
) light I listened • moment attag 1, then called through the MU'
es pie 
window.
1111 wileven o'clock!" I said. "Yon want-
elIste ea early call"
only The cell was empty.
pease I began to have an uncanny feeling,
had-toasted no time in getting out Into
the morning sunshine. As I comaed
the door at the end elf the corridor I
Saw that somebody was sitting on the
step. He turned just then, and I res.
cognised him. It was my guest of the
eight before. •
"Good morning!" he greeted. "It
was pleasant outside, so I didn't wait
fee my salt I have been enjoying the
„ sunrise."
I only stared at him,
"By the way, your locks are rather
poor," be added. "You forgot to leave
me a key Last night, but it made no
difference." ,
I pulled myself together.
"Perbaps you'd better come In now,"
gaggested, "and let inie.go over you
again for those akeletdS keys. I an-
predate the fact that you didn't run
away, and I want to treat you well,
but business is business. I'm the new
man here, and the public eye is upoa
me."
He returned to his cell quite willing-
ly. There was litetplly nothing on his
portion that 1 could diacover. I looked
at him help, *Vy.' Ha smiled-a pleas
t, reassuri e Ile.
consoled; "I'm
m igh te go farther
t b." t el-•I to a
aterestlag features. Th
opted waa to divert the riv al atern.
natural bee, carrying the wa-
sans of a flume ten mIlec to a
dead on a high plateau,
discharging by means of
against wheels in lr twer,
ee't In
c
for distributing
b 's combination without dug
the safe, and save the expe of Chi-
-
Lego experts.
The vice ptesident was inereduleue,
but willing to let the fellow try. If be
succeeded they would pay him • some-
thing handsome, Of course it wc‘tild
be impossible. Their safe was one of
the beet. Even experts would doubt-
less use tool'. Still, he might try.
Sands was picking beans when I
found him
-Sefton Sands was the name
he had given me. He put down his
pan to Bitten.
"I want you to do it, Sands-for me.
That bank was against me in the-elec-
tion. I am likely to need them by and
by."
"What make of safe is it?" he asked,
as we hurried along.
I told him. He smiled.
"That's rather a different job from
those toy locks of yours."
"But you'll do it!"
"I'll try. Stranger things LCV•0 osp-
petted."
We had reached the bank by this
time. Sands walked directly over to
the safe, merely nodding to the vice
president. The banker's smile was a
mixture of toleration and contempt.
"Well," he laughed, "I suppose you
can open it.'
Sands laid his fingers on the lock.
but made no reply.
"Pretty good safe, eh?" sneered the
banker.
Perhaps Sands was a bit annoyed.
"Oh, yes." he admitted, pleasantly.
"Pretty good old bread box; but I
wouldn't keep cookies in it, if I were
you."
The banker flushed.
"Oh, you wouldn't! Well. YU just
give you a hundred dollar bill if you
open that old broad box!"
Perhaps Sands did not has: him. He
was bending very close to the combina-
tion knob, beginning to turn It with
(his tapering. gentle:a angers. Some
how we all became still, watching
those marvelous fingers as IL fascin-
ated. The way they slipped and crept
and hovered about the secret of that
Masi dam wrought a spell of alien*
upon the little group of watcher*
Something in It all suggested the ca
stealing noiselessly upon Its prey. It
was almost hypnotic.
Presently the Angers hesitated,
ceased. A wave of disappointment
swept In upon me. A smile grew on
the banker's facia
"
For; 
for the goal sprkag. Bo fast
instant only-the eat had but
rata*
the eye could not kaiser, ehe Snows
seta t1241 revolving dim sidadag to the
right in insnt's passe, cad a see-
cod spinning, M the len----sborter this
liras Then ones mare Is Ike right-
to the left-to the riblett-a angist
dickies sound, sad Made deed NNW
BB.
"Your gale is *closeted, skr. I will
sere yea to open IL"
• • • • •
It was ea the eight Wore wort
opened that I west down the
eorridor to his *it =tip was Mt
-bet looking In I *odd set me him.
RathereagerW I saleable& OM door.
Seeds Oen was empto, sad a sots lay
tender the *hided lamp.
"Dear Shot iff, sad endema: arievei
me to go without gaping geed-by, but
I do not wish to esabasdillnpen with
Nether responsibility. Ks K is, your
ammetesee :sae rest elec. I was not
trying to eater that spring,
I wished only to opea e at your
soqualatance. For magi I wilt mot
eaplate, gag supply at tspillt was of
aid temporary *missies
needed quiet summer
I sens14 eamplete **raffia
change!Islet el egelgt
board. You have tweageirmse
gsaidesee, and Is read& 1' '5'
bees aids to keep yips
der, and Is Wipe r
ler at lbe basher
Xav lag so, w4a
Wu I was
.4.
rer nee
lesesso
as A n
rel
e.pec
wife.
lout-
d'- 1/41-ad of $t to I window sad
eels we driven the wi jail yard, la
td -,ectrle e which was a vegetable
Inc power man was weeding one of
Still  mid
The man in the garden was
st.
was my weird summer.
" selt co* to solve this nays-
secret of his power. Whim
m in his cell be showed no
ve it so long as I was near,
a moment, I would be like-
miles
' 
erriglb
tting on th
diversion
, as well
Swat and
Wel work oqk the lawn mower, and would
March st9 find him cutting grass,
friendship. I had installed
it :7-4")iii harmless echentric, helping
T• 'n motor his beard. I now proceeded tet
make his stay pleasant. Books, pee
twos, a carpet and some furniture
were placed in his quarters, and I in-
lie him to my private table. His
014 conversation was usually odItured and
led 
interesting, but gave me no clew as to
his secret
It was during the first week of Sep-
tember thrt the cashier of our local
bank fell dead one morning, just be-
fore opening time. Then it was fouted
that neibody also knew the combination
of the safe-nobody but the president,
who was soniewleere „In London or
Paris se
MeV
Mop lb*
segnes-eesse Paden
ludo -OS a
?bar ea*
mar elguslIKeld• NMI
elegaleand. .81.11111141.
bw.ve 044 a matter Is of importance in a
untrylown. I hurried over and saw
ooll a vibe presidefit In his private office.
tha not go into details. I merely told
that I had a fellow helping around
ft who seemed to," know a good
deal lit locks. I akeled that of
°Mile I could bet say as tot $111 en*.
that hedad with combinations, b 
I Am* Iheteadaser
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NON
-VOTERS •4RE MANY.
"Idiots and Duelists" Are Barred In
Plorida-Other Odd
P. • Provns.Every ono of the 45 states has e
efferent law as to voting, and the pro-
Thiene of them election laws operate
he occlude from the suffrage In ate
slate these who retain it la attotiter.
nue. Florida excludes "Idiets and
Ufa CLAIMS being ap-
parently Included es OBS.
Now Hampshire excludes paupers,
deflates them es t. who are so-
bowed from paying Woe at their own
request. Rhode Inland groups paupers
and !mullet legother. Wasbington
sratudes Ludlam, bat not Chinamen;
Oregon excludesdblnasseeLbut not In-
dians. Maine laciudes "Indians and
pampers" in ono est:wary, and Nickl-
es& taeludes Indians and duelliats.
Teas hap • sweeping provides. It
lanais "idiots paupers, lunatics.
ICtulled States eoldiers, seamen and
smulses." The purpose of this provi-
des is be present soldiers of army
pests in Texas hem voting there 11
they ball from *bar seelee. mid 111
het e reminder of the reconstruction
puled. for Indiana and Ohio have the
same prevision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chinese,
the insane, and them fouled guilty of
felony, making no distinction between
the four daises. lab* excludes big-
and polygamists, bat ITish lass
se sunk provision. South Dakota ex-
eludes those solovicted of treason, and
North Dakota has a like provision,
though psementSons tar treason in
these two states are practically nn-
Known. bLiestesippi groups together
in the included clams **persons wbe
have lot paid their taxes and big-
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
duels and Minnesota Indians "lacking
waste= of civilisation." Tennessee
niece no qualifications as to sanity
and Wisconsin excludes these who be4
is Wartime In that data.
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Cream of golden-Drown Used to
Lend the Appeal-tilos of
Sunburn.
"PK Is a new Idea," said the per
termer. "I began it by way of a Iota
K is selling like hot cakes."
He robbed • little of the odd cream
on the back of his hand, and lo, his
white, soft hand was as brown as
sailor's 
•
*Ws have become each an ota-of-
Saw people," he said, that a fine gold-
brown sunburn is more highly prised
bp as thee the most delicate re* and
Iffy Weems.
eviath this Idea in mind, I expert
seated till I round a harmless cream
that would Ore the effect peedeetly of
• geld
-brews sunburn, and that would
disappear greaten-a in a week or two,
as real sunburn bees.
"I p* this cream on the market.
Tome the kart it sold treraeadoeseet
Mea and woes.. alike boy it. Ailed I
is bought set sair by the clerk Of
stesograpbeh, who sever goes o$,
the sun, but often by the
whom' nes is altogether
one, sines the latter
sunburn, In as ugly
starlet skim, bast
PrelPeo
him t
wfifte.
lam
dims
710.ap
and
as
and
twisting It la Um edit trio of
shoold have remained' epassed
no wall in my almeeNg 
r
.
through the ages Mal- de-
'aided us that bit at gale
A week Weir the pet$1011
with aceouras of the greet& bilegiary et
the Netropolltaa Natematl. R was
wielhout parallel Is the Mathew et bane
robberies. A tunnel requiesatmosthl
to seastrnet bad ealseheatiti "'with s
pies., of leek work of 1100111.avespaseini
skill that leanheits, deteedpes ,aad safe
meaufasturers were sillievaapaMed. A
mvast su of meeney bad bees &Seethed
I read these accounts with interest
and rather guiltily telegraphed Sands
descrtptton. Nothing came of it. 'Ills
burglars were never vaphered, and
my conclusions may have been quits
absurd. Yetl have somehow always
connectedAhe affair of the Metropol
Ras Nalefial with. the "place of art
work" re erred to by Sefton Beads.
Battle Pieter*.
Thomas H. Henry, a noted British
marine painter, hen just finished pio
Lure of the naval battle of Copenhagen
April 2, 1801. which covers an area ol
issadied to have a faculty for opening 
AO square tett...and has on it 56 pounds
of paint. - IThe frierArus artistleore
int& locks as T had been able to offer on it_
Perhaps he could vitflik
- 
tbeheseet br
*ikt
the Eyes. a.
enough teV,tai
book f'
, I
a boy
't tell
bright
10 .‘
flame
ling-and ale
doll that, giving
that Is worth
sbehpwn one.
isitt one ler ot skin tgeach
of this got /I-brown 'unbars
SPI'AMED Of THEIR HABIT
Ck y -later' of North Carolina Have
*squired. a Viclaus
Taste.
"The cloy-eaters are hardy, but pale
She day is a deep yellow, Seith s
seremeth, sweet taste, something like yes!
low jack renames clad's" ,
The etheeobeglet bad jest returnee
frosu Neetk Carnd4aa, where Isle had liter
studying the leasoes colony of clay.
eaters.
"They are se descent." be
eoetiosed. "and they talk with,
marked Ihuglish decese 'ehey are a lit
tie athawieri of their MIMI 'Wry des;
It et Ihett steseigers. Dist tbis theme
owe 'disappears
"'Pb. etheY' • seam ray.. cut Into routs(
*slow Sometneten-S. Is breaded. an. 
*eyed with mefesees or maple sirup
tiomeekees. &Kalb. Ot I. mite21 wFU
sweet potatoes Is a puhling
"I tried M.. The taste was siceseene
to me. I cosh, se neefe flare eaten the
leethsonse slue than I coutil have eater
*hetet of skewing tobacco,
"The stay is fumed near the ratters, me. spider-What. Moth moving
streams: They ate it first from busger sole? I thought you were settled fen
due to mop failures But they eat It now 01.11slee.rtfloi,?.aiut just
hew* formed a vicious taste for It as I was getting snugly oomfo-table the
landlady balled me out-Keo sas City ao
111 0C:fit
sdespitmehe discuesion arouseo
as tee Chinese eat opium because they 
thme rvittmetethr
.
Tiartment' Stores.
afping 11 Is growing la NPNFor Charity. Star.
ew law aimed at rurchasingegeuts
He-Was your Clarity entertainment
latestelass to demasd tire are)cierti.
seccenefut
epartment stores. Acre mg/ to atail our pictures in time pap a. &DJ
everybody ea's* we did 31.st lovely. We
She-Splendid. We had a royal time
rtoinced shoppeh, the wousan evp.
The Recompense.
(to farmer's boy In the field)
D ng potatoes, eh?
user's Boy
-Yep.
1 
isitor-And what do you get for
aeek ng potatoes?
. rzner's Boy-Nawthin'; but I git
ao thin' for not diggin"em.
i y itor-Indeed? What would you
get not digging them?
er's Boy
-Licked.
-Judge.
aye Put It Out of Business.
Das 
-I saw a man to
-day with a
hand-o in a wagon drawn by a
mule, he said he had been going
about th ntry wait that outfit for
am years.,
Egbert-1, range, isn't it?
"What's age?"
"That the ule didn't kick at the
music."-Yon re Statesman.
"But can
asked, doub
all things, a pr
"If you get a
sante," she repll
It all right enou
Matters being th
tied, their engagem
-Judge.
Keep It.
keep house?" he
for he was, above
cal man.
and put it in my
romptly, "I'll keep
tiers-etc:11y set-
was announced.
Another to Held H for Awhile.
"You seem to be th htful," said
Mrs. Henpeck
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be wonderful
thing U we could know much ea
we make people think we w."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be ye onder-
ful in your case."-Chicago cord-
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady-I am resigning my
(Ion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kash I-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager-Why not keep on wor
anyhow?
Saleslady-Gee! You don't know')
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he wilL-
Cleseland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint.
Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)-I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!
-Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady
-What is the real difference
between an apartment, a fiat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor-ha an apartment the ladles
don't have so children, in a flat they
has one or two More than two make',
any house a tenement. mums
-Judge
Extra. ,s(bless
"'In what sort of meter lp/"
poem written?"
"Gas meter."
"Gas meter."
"What th
"So man
blow." and Leader.
feet, you
A Calldown.
says he would never wear
-Made clothes."
. But he spends ready-
. If hi- lather hadn't left
em to hie- no wouldn't have
enough to by a second-hand suit"-
Detroit Fry Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jaggim-Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
• W'aggles-Because he can't very well
boost of his posterity, when his daugh
ter eloped with the coachman and hie
two sons are taking the gold cure.-
Puck.
An Indorsement.
'alb you regard the political future
of this country as securer
"Yes," answered Senator fiorghum.
"I have thought the matter over and 1
stet consider politics an entirely safe
iseveitment."-Washington Post
TEM TYRANICAL LANDLADY.
VII!
lengli. She Is Spoke.
Whesatoogs,
Arnoonneos. LassditIon. .... - I
Enthinkinnut? % 
----*--Naw. Nuthninnut 'cept lasspeec'H. PURYEARrosefeles. Lottarot.
Donsayso? Wosswetherpredi
shun? - Atturney-at-Law
Swain. Donbleevtho. FunthLuoms 5
Thasright!-Life. I • 
and 6 Register Buildet
A Profitable Sailors.
Simple
-Scribbles was telling ma
that he made 1250 out of his last: vol-
ume of poems. Is it true, do yov
think?
The Cynic
-Yes; his publishers'
warehouse was burned down with au
the poems, and as he was well insured.
Scribbles' share came to 50 quid. Lucky
chap, isn't het
Poor Venus.
Poor Venus has an awful time
Among those other stars—
She cannot wear her saturn dress,
Nor closer s't to Mars.
—Clnclanati CommeralakThInasek
MITIGATING CIRC17XSTANCEB.
indge-3e you confess that you stole
the suit of clothes? Have you any'
thing to say in mitigation of sent‘
Prisoaer-Yes, your tionor.
was is wretched lit-Fliegyo
ter.
•
a girl al
Clara-
your colt in her room and
May ugh the keyhole about
then t srul bargains which are to be
tbe t mark-down sales.-Town Top-
It Often Happens.
understand you played a solo at
the musicale last night.
"No; merely an accompaniment."
"Why, nobody sang."
"True. But everybody talkef."-
Chicago News.
Those College Habits.
"Tell be frank, this Is pretty bum
cooking, old man."
"I know it, but mg wife is just out
of college."
"Still. I wouldn't let her haze me."-s
Chicago Sun.
Nasty.
said a word last night
that made Clarence the happiert loan
on earth.
Eileen-Why. I didn't know you
were going to refuse him.-Cleveland
jaader.
'etiadway, Padticah, Ky
w 'Phone 490.
Resai
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAVIrYER.
Will practice in all courts of Kea
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, II and In, Columbia Bldep
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY',
Attowea 
Room 
,tirr--,t(!;nr Pad ucatb,
Columbia Bldg. • Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & Id'OREGO.
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., r
Marshall County; P
Room 114 Fraterr
New 'Phone 114. G. MILL'
J. K. Hesed.1BARBLE.
edndrick, Mill
(lb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 1 and 3 Register
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Open to Conviction.
"Do you believe in the reincarna
tion?" asked the mystical woman.
"I don't knew," answered tho man
who weighs his opinions; "I have
never seen it tried."- Washington
Star.
Ead To.
time I ever saw you give a woman Dr. Sidn5', 3 and 4 •.11i:bison-Well, well! That's the 
first
your rest in a crowded car.
Jaysc,n-Not so Ion& please. That'a
our cook.-Cleveland Leader.
A Give 
Co., .
"Do you think she is very old?"  SMItib
"Yes, awfully. I heard her speak
of 'griming on the gate' v.-hen she
took In $2,900. too.
"Then I suppose eon cleared quite
al( e sum for stot hospital."
"Weil-n. t elect's,. You Me. the 51.
penses were very heavy and after the
costumes and the carriage hire, and
the flowers and tbe bsocuet to the per.
formers were all paid for, it left only
!about $50 for•the hospital. But every.
body said it was a btesuCCettil."-Ba
tiniore American.
Betweeh
' 'It will be soon
ple. if return this
, I call, won't it?"
Why,
There's no
within the next
Chicago Tribune.
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like seaoance
The et:one is apt a eseqt en
Ore often hears As on thh_
'there's water-1 stjp„ ex
velure!Thought 
"-Arty metePatlence--Ith
what he
e vegetables
he reply. 'All
e aboard; throw
," said the mate,
se aces to reVeive the
tabled, "Ahoy, there--
Choated the lad, as le*
Patrice-
"Why
yeater
on
single green pea toward the
. 'I've got a sack of 'em for the
n!"
paidous.
"Did you him a good time during
the social IMAMS last winter?"
."Well," answered Mr. Cumrox,
ate a lot of things I don't like, diet
a lot of people didn't know, and
bought la' of tillage I don't need. rt."-Catie hito erri;ss I must have had a good
suus.-
-Wash uglon SW-
• i)
-Red
feaces,"-Detrolt Preee Press.
was a little girl. It's a long time since 
-'et' his. ofte-o ink and TI,
• oo-, 306 Broadway.
Happy Days.
Five wt.ks from toolay Eno
Cite-recce-Well iet's
married.
we may.-:'11.-B17.7 geswoy
sUcBtra eaV 
ePt°11boniFttn;:t,
JT Le a per wertiai
hex.:
Young
II mu
irseet:d r er-
not recognize and satisfy the Itch-
hig
Akin 
palm 9f the girl who waits on her
wit obtain poor service in some stores.
to this is the store "graft" on which
rugby- clerk,' figure aa a regular additionto their income. This is the changeleft
aver from purchases at odd priceS, suchas $1.4p, 1.67, etc. Usually it; only
assounts to two of three cents, b t very
way persons give the seller $1.!!')0 
-orkik and go away without wattling for
the change. This often amounts to a
eedniderable sum in the course of a daySometimes it even amounts to "white
mtleY." as silver is called, and adds
no terlally to the day's takings.
Christ-ma...Cards.
011though the first Christmas card
we s made In 1844, very few we sent
Ill he year 1862. Then the shlonin of sending cards th Ize of
g cards, Inscribed elm with
ords: "A Merry Christ
11.1, Rivers, M. I
OFFICE 130 NORTH FIFTH,
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office
pit, R. E. HEAP'
SROOKIIILL BUILDING
TELEPHONE NO. 444
DR. ROBT. 3. RIV:
120 NORTH FIFTH STF
355
I.
Both Phones
Office hours 8to td
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
a.
a-
Or. Child,
EYE, EAR, NOf
THROA
Office and Residence, s
Columbia BP
Phoriei 3
 t4 D
Office over GI
•
MINING 'SEARS, M. D.
Offico 1707 litelus St.
w
Telephone 377.
1st
DR. W. C. ,EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office ;toe Broadway--Phone ir :9.  170
Residence, 819 Broadway.
},h
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintende
401 Fraternity Ruildi
Old Phone 498 lied;
PADVCAH,
—
Pictures,
Water an
Framed-
utes
RAW INDICTED
(Continned From Page Four.)
led at the noted Walton, where le
act ions ,w ere el wa'S•1 i4htige of thOlf,a‘ettY
liant Man of affairs which lie
ed to be in public. -Meese without a
ab hi,,44.: la not complete.
that at 1.1,---amera and you will return
iiith pictures with which you would
resever part
..Much pleasure derived from a
small investment.
Entire line of kodalcs, cameras and
photographic supplies.
McPherson,s
Drug Store.
ItOURRTH AND BROADWAY.
Bring Your Prescriptions Here.
Read wA1rS-130itTLEVARD ad.
t,...1,FOR RENT—pliody furnished, -ooms. Front. Apply-at 314 North
-cal street.
providieo
a
;tie os of al
dinner ted State
:in a operate liab
write English.
Ditily to Recruiting
'Pheriamond House. P
WAS 
article VANTED AT ONCE—A
serveconan woman to take care of
eigee&y. Good home, good wages.
longes tone 510-m-
Amt. Arm*.
.614 szlen between
5; citizens of tke
d Character and
dreak• 1104
°emetic's'
New
It 
wirite.,-OR SALE. or exchange for city
I
.10-..otkoperty—Good 26-acre farm 5 miles
ni the city on Mayfield road. Apply
sent te A. S. Whitlock, at farm or bench
his-ac,f. 50, market house.
to haw 
which LOST—Broach pin of garnets and-rc__°1°Pell' was continued tintit
used eila .'ants, horse shoe shape, while  c'urt. .t
• sbop wing on Hinkleville road. Return
It is. Register and be rewarded.
ance. 
ww-raVANTED—so men at once
dt2C1iCribtedharr
0 NEW
FOR HoLWELL
ut
0-711E MOTIDN OVERRULED BY
bt1JUDGE REED YESTERDA.
IN COURT
APPEAL PRAYED BUT
WILL NOT BE TAKEN
SITERIFF OGILVIE'S DEPUTIES
LEAVE WITH PRISONERS
FOR 'ME PENITENT-
IARY TODAY.
Lieutenant Tho:nas Potter Departed
This Morn ng For Reform
School . .th Young
.‘
Henry Itolwell, coked, asked be
a new trial in the circuit court yes-
terdray, but Judge Reed refused it.
The dark), then prayed for an appeal
to the higher court, .1400 not asking
that the, fifteen year entenice be sus-
Pellicle& pending the weal, it is not
diotight itt will bake advantage of
iiis;prayer, as the judge ordiered him
takieti; to the Eadyville prison with
the other prisonerS. He got fifteen
years for kitting Georgie Travis, cel-
and Terrell streets
week.
d up his special
teeday by passing
Dram, Will Jack
Donovan, who have
oves for eoucrete
,
itt'wfn • Wages 12 1-2 cents per
pay for over time.. Apply
staand Kentnoloy ave.
me ha
artisePR RENT--No. 837
RO. $27.50. Phony 607.
to run
mixing
Jefferson
T—Srnall gold cross. Return
her . office an be rewarded.
quent 
IN AG, 
•
. T.RSONAL NOTES.
4 H-1.4•4•.
Jut
• • •
'el J4iUie 
l'twi 
and Aline
Ill., are visiting the'
mcn ." on Hurley.
leegitirm• J. a. eckenbach anca
for iYear:ieekenbach ana Mate
.tY )rie 
akh to Dawson fdi•-lrk an,.
say dark. of Smithland
Thaw or. YeSterday obase-
Wt
n of the---s--
amuse first class table
a eirmet,„ar din ngs, 'phone
. •
weigh
a few wee fi•cal court of
gegue,,ldings to be Jo-
otle , 
investi„Ka dtrcah, Ky. A
oi Help, i. -
Yorloerpecker to
thernisem, Lassiter.
*Orec,f-1`n case the
the sl.jg.iail to enter
now on ct and ex-
tion (lie check
nal cenri-L. Lac'damages.
The
fret any
tat ion
1!
•
'list Ili
ri
by paid
451C erVe2
of New
an ex-
pass
&o)-
Is.•
will
e9
54-
• • •
‘810
c 0:01
den,
Fr
dem
make
ored, at
last Cirri
The
term. of
sentence
son mid ,
been convicted but noe yet sentenced
like tire remainder of the convict&
Draft is colored and got four years
fur striking Ed Ewell, colored, in
he head with a piece of botarid;at
son's mill three miles from
ty on the Cairo pike. Ewell
few days. Donovan and
a boy, named Walter
bring theme here
robbed the chap
yrret given
each.
!icicles
orter
Timmon
ecom Br
of elle money
him. They get
The enakcoas
aesault charge against —
County Jailer Esker, Sheriff
vie and Orouit Clertkidgiler were
allowed claims tit* ehfefill- attend
Org. the special term.
•
t'Xt
County Clerk's Office.
Nettie Champion qualified yester-
day before the county court as
guardian for Alfieri M. Downs.
Deeds Recorded.
B. Crime bougiht from E. W.
Whittemore for $60o property on the
south side of Ternreseee street, and
the deed was lodiespeiteedgy with
the eferk.
Mrs. S. C. Rymer% A to J. M
Englert for $e5oo property on Clay
near Eleventh street.
Eugenia Geary transferred to A. I.
Sexton for $35o property on 7.1.adi-
eon street.
The West End Improvement Co.,
rred to the Paducah Tractiop
right-of-way for the car line
ifs tracks over the improve-
ccirnpanygs property along
Wat Jefferson street outside the
cstx hnta
lioretta Tully sold to Orgood
Browyier for $4,2too property on Jcf-
.ferson between Twelfth and Thir-
fleeces streets.
J. R. Seicton bought from A. I.
Seleion for $980 property on Madison
street.
William Ifailey sold to A. I. Sex-
ton for t000 property on Madison
street.
A. I. Sexton transferred to G. R.
Sexton for $tso property in the
Fountain perk addition.
••••••••••••••••
licensed rowed.
Fred Heppart, aged 42, and Edith
'ght, aged 23, of Central4, Ill.,
granted a license by thr clerk
Stepping over into Judge
office they were united.
n married once before.
we
torn.
Lightii
Both 'have
with Jeweler Pollee* to buy
stock, but it 'has not yet been cl
The role is- being sondekted
suant to orders of Judge Light
in the county court.
Over Until Regular Term
The $2,coo libel suit the West
tacky -Coal Co., tiles against the
daucah Towing Cegilit y•Piii go ce•
the ne•gutar term '&14111rite
court next fall. Oft cceal
soft for anoney elaitned to
fuel furnished ,the to
Nolgitioas Wei* be
court to aloe up the liti
goes over until the te
next October.
.1**114.4.•1-1-t-vv++..104
•
RIVER RIP/4"
.4.4-+++++++++44
The Kentucky
Tennessee river
here until 5 o'
noon before ski
return trip. '
The Dick ill ler gets out for
Cairo this mor ng at 8 o'clock and
comes back ,t ight'about
The Joe F wler comes in today
from Evans tle• and gets met imm
diately on r return to that city.
The Joh & Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville y erday and 'comes back t
morrow
The nbar will get to Nashville
tonight ate and leaving there tomor-
row s back here Sunday. She
then ys until Monday before skip-
out for Clarksville.
Georgia Lee passed up yester-
die from Memphis be Cincinnati.
Ste leaves the Queen City next Wed-
iesday on her return this "lay.
7 The Peters Lee pashas
orrow bound for Memphis ham
Cincinnati .
The Ora of Saltillo gets to St
Louis ttallight late and leaves there
tomorrow afternoon on her retail'
this way for the Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah passed up
this morning bound for the Tennes-
see river from St. Louis.
Stunt
Itoc Surrrnere
teeday in Jeetice
the 'charge of failing o
..intsty 
proved he bad not reside
shantyhoat since the first of the
Leave With Prisoners.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and deptsties
will leave today for the 
Eddyville
penitentiary with the prisoners given
tertns in Prison during the special
term of court closed yesterdday by
0 
Judge Reed.
out of the
night and lays
otnorrow after-
ng away on her
Read WATTS BOULEVARD ad.
COMMITTEES
IN "TALLY-HO"
IPS OW INSPECTION BE
E THIS AFTERNOON
Y,OFFICIALS.
They Will
of-Way For Ne.
,Also View
LE
• • Dismissed
dismissed yes-
-s court of
*N'itgaired Right-
`..i;s. and•
Chairman W. T. Miller of
finance committee, and also the J
railroad committee of the city legis-
lative boards, has called both bodies
:co meet this afternoon at 3 o'clock
at the city hall for the purpose of
taking- a big vehicle and going out
to inspect several public streets and
properties, matters connected with
which are now before the board. He
desires that every committeeman be
on hand so all can get thoroughly
acquainted with the propositions.
General Manager John S. Bleecker
of the street railway company wants
the city to sell him a franchise per-
mitting his concern to lay a street
car track commencing at Broadway
and Fountain avenue, out Broadway
to South Ninteenth street, aver Nine-
teenth to Guthrie avenue and along
the avenue to Mayfield road, which
if extended would be Tennessee
street. He has put in his application
for the city to setrhine this grant to
cover these thoroughfares, and the
railroad committee wants to make a
trip over the public highways of that
vicinity to see if it is advisable to
recommend that he be gven the de-
sired permission, or whether some menu in Paris and wished I could.•
other street should be chosen. The make the waiter understand what r
legislative bodies base referred the meant by pork and beans."—Wish-
Matter to this comrnittee for investi- ington Star.
gation and recommendation.
Mr. W. C. OTryan, the real estate
dealer, wants to buy from the city
the old smallpox pesthonse grounds
near the county's old poor farm on
West Tennessee .street.
Parties have also made the city
officials propositions to buy the old
abondoned gravel piCat the extreme
his !tate'. 
...0 
tte 
es.
if' North Sixth street. The leg-
islative boards have directed the
finance committee to view the gravel
pit and old pesthuuse grounds a.n4
see if they deem it .advisable to aei
cept the offers made by purehmeis,
or whether they thought they could
get more money by advertising the
property for sale. It is to make
these investigations that the finance
committee goes along.
As them are six councilmen stra
aldermen on each committee, they
make quite a party, and Chairman
miller has procured a large transfer
wagon to make the trip in.
Wanted.
}tome by lady as housekeeper. to
years experience. ,No money wanted;
have means• of any own. Only parties
of good reputation need reply- Ad-
dress, "T" care Register.
Notice.
Parties having claims against M.
H. Ingram, deceased, will please Sle
same properly proven It once,
GAO. RAWLEIGII, Executor,
6oz North &tab street.
Notice to Contractone
will be received at tire office
aeletitlect A. L. Lassiter, 'Padte
Ey., up to 3:3o p. m., July 7th,
and then turned over and open-
y the fiscal court of McCracken
eellaniy, Kentucky, for the erection of
Ironton Wbrisers.
R Chiles at the reseue snisaion
on Sheith ?bird street, has a healthy
to-weeks-old girl baby he wants. to
give away.
Rev. Casger Cummins of Metropils
is here beIping Rev. Chiles and wife
with their mission work.
Bids For Gravel Road.
NOTICE 1X1 CONTRACTORS.
Paduckli Ky., June 26th., Igo&
a. Notice is bereby given that sealed
bids will be received by me in behalf
of the courPty at my office in the
Courthouse on Saturday the 7th day
of, July, too6i, at ten o'clock a. m.,
ittr the purpose of graveling said
agfet inns Benton gravet read. to the
GC-avetr Minty line about four miles.
also-Bryant Ford roiled' one mile or
more.. For plans and. epecifications
gee the couney road supervisor.
The undersigned reserves the right
to rejeqp.any or all bids
E. B. jOH'NSON.
County Road Supervisor.
For Rent
8 Room two story Brick House.
cow. 8th. and Madison. AS modern
conveniences. Apply to Dr. A. S.
Dabney or phone No 849.
LI To ReforM School.
a
iLieutenant Potter left this morning
MO for Lexington with M3able Smith 
col-
Fogyod. and 
Frit* Waggoner, white,
will be placed in the refoem
choo4 there for stealing, the Smith
AREd loving taken Dr. Bradley's horse
. 
'de the Waggoner chap &foie a
of eboes from 'Michelson's rstab-ICe -met* on South Second.
WITH CRU4
Y. PEACI, Amignee'll Sale.T
CHERRY., '8'nee Boyd of ...e "" Injewelry &tech hers a dew' on
A
Coal "'cow
oot of
0010
'street.
Fourth of July Rates—Dates of
sale fisiy 2, 3 and 4th, r906, limited
to July 8th, 1906, for return. Tick-
ets can be sold to all stations 
al railroad in ois,
o thehi
rpois Centr
a and Missodri, to w the
e is $7.50 or less, and to
Is of the Ohio river.
e Y. & M. V. R. R.,
V. S. & P. 4._ V!
and ofiegbird
a
Also
A. & V. 'Fly.
Round trip raft,
fare.
Lei Angeles, Cal—,
eatieral Association
aims of sate June 25th to
?W. Final limit September
tgo6. Round trip rate 86e.50.
Waobingter, D. C., Christian Cott
gees*.
Dates of sale June agth, baby
and pd, tgo6, limit July itth z
by depositng ticket and paying ee
of so cents tickets may be extended
to August ttth too6.
J. T. boaovas, 'Agent.
Office sto Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent
Depot,
City
Union
"I'm sorry I did not muter the
French language when I was a stu-
dent" said the old-time friend.
"So am I," answered Mr. Cumrost;
"many's the time I have picked up a
Clara—"Wish I could believe whet
he says, but"—
Maude—"What does he say?"
Clara—"Why, he says he loves me,
yet he has only known me two
daps."
Maud—"Well, perhaps that's the
reason."—Chicago Daily News.
AlINOUNCEMENT
'seed a controling interest in "Watts
.ft#03 street to 29th street and facing the
d allth street b the Thomas C. Leech In
Jornaluing have been withdrawn from th mar
not for sale. , GEO. C. HUIVES.
„ Paducah, Ky., lune iSth, Igoe.
•1!
•
NEW RESIDENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW FRIO
To Home Buyers:
We have bought our choice of the lots teat blocks ea "Watts Bouh
yard" and around the park after fully satisiping oursekes that this, is di
most liberally arranged addition- to Paduitah and especially well totated ft
suburban homes in the near future. "Watts Boulevard" in cot
nection with the easy slopes facing east ost atith Mee
up to Broadway is well adapted to meet the dement
of "Greater Paducah" for, high class residences. At the prei
ent time homes testing from $3,5oo.00 to $15,000.os are located where ail
street ends at ECroadway. "Watts Boulevard" lots are 5o to G5 feat hot
15o feet deep, alleys 210 feet Wide, sidewalks i5 feet wide and streets I
feet wide from curb to curb. IMPROVED BROADWAY IS OWL
42 FEET WIDE. FROM CURB TO cURB WITH 52 ROOT SID/
WALES. We are prepared to furnish lots to ladividol
or full bloc of 8 lots to congenial parties wishing 1
form their awn neighborhood. We will contract to lay down streets as
sidewalks to suit—and improve lots ready to build—can furnish lawn is
or in grand tad forest trees. The park faces 400 feet on 'Watts Bend
vard"—full block—and Is arranged ter exclusive use of owners of the
lots. No house can be built on this property costinaless than Seinen>
the restriction may be higiser—residsace purposes only. Under the abut
conditions • lot in this addition is well worth having. Call on us
Bean xs, first floor Bleaternity Building. see the- plat and Let uompla
Me unexcelled possibilities of this exceptionel tireFirrt".
THE THOMAS C. LEECH INVESTIONNT CO..
T. C. Leech Ouse& likes2181
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone •
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental ands
Building purposes. as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPO
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be.
corns dark and discolored.
LET Mg litu. YOU M9RIL ABOUT IT 3 3
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, ifief.TRIMBLE ST. PADUCAH, KY.
••••1
lore Trading Your
Bicycle in on
New One See:
ILI IAMS BIOTIC
4.44.111 oat y, titat your 
sNorky 
old wheel in twehange. WI WANT 4111 A.
Theatre on th Fifth treet they can aave
LIMITED. NUMB ER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLE&
Remember this is the cheapest house in town an. Bicyles and. as
for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. 111
mac is in our repair Amp. An work guaranteed.1k
1111)TIff.
PADUCAH BAR.
decal) Bar Association Ws id a
Investigating C,cemnittite
You are hereby 
O211906.tgo6.
d ast the
the Pa-
Paducah, K
meeting of said Cotornitatr
W. Barkley's law oiffce, in Colt
Bldg., on Tuesday, Jelly "Id took at
JO o'clock, a mu., to hear "any com-
plaints 4- unprofessional conduct
against any member of the Paducah
Bsr.
F. E. Graves Chairman,
Investigating committee.•
N.. C. & St. I.. Reduced Rates for
the Fourth of July.
• L. Ry. announces
of Jolly tickets
will be on sale July 2nd, 3rd and
4th, limit July 8th, to and from ail
points in the southeast, including St.
Louis, Mo., at one and one-third
fare for tire round trip, minimum
roe se cents.
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fifty renistded
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Kane' eis Sire. of Electrical
lir That Is Furnished to
Sties a Sundred Riles
Await,
; the great mouutain peaks on
coast, that of Tacoma is
boat known, owing not only to
but to the immense ice-cap
summit, formed by the nun-
glaciers which exhit there,
i only a great mountain, saes
anical Worla, but. a beggitifill
n, since the ice formation
g in thee sunlight makes it vis-
a dietetic° reusing from 60
Iles on a clear day, se that it
:Wine-tie- seen in the'clOcs et
and Tacoma.
the peak is sometimes termed
tiler, Tacoma, the title which
ass gave it, Ls a far more ap-
e name for this peak, sine,
V' In a sense means nourish
rke fields of foe and snow ex-
for miles upon its slopes form
te of several important rivers,
ot only nourish a wide area of
aloutarr. but have recently
a most important source of
Sr the cities named. as well as
her towns in this section of
1ton. In face from the elarial
of Tswana is already genet-C-
ry large quantity of electric
which is being utilized not only
er but for heating and lighting
To give an idesof the diversi-
ies for the current, it may be
hat It operates the electric
systems in the cities of Seattle
oma. aggregating/ 168 miles of
Line, Is addition to cable rail-
!treed In the hilly portions of
Lies. Besides this service, how-
irrent is furnished for one of
et notable interurban electric
i la the United States, that ex-
between Seattle and Tacoma,
ewer is soured from the third
connection with the multiple-
gem. This line is employed
r for passenger service but Orr
Oleg freight and express me-
ad ranks anions the most corn-
%sipped (gastric systems in
K. The bares power required
Mbar eg tie largest industries
it of Tacoma. including the
I the northern Pacific railway
watSr works 'wiping plant, Is
Mined from this worm; while
itpa foe streets and buildings.
'
Nato* and Tacoma, depends
411) a oonsiderablbe extant. The
lor power Is lacreasing so
*at withia ii Sew years Mount
will be supplyiag fully 60,000-
ewer to the cities mentloned.
elite already stated, the glaciers
rw fields of Mount Tacoma are
tee of several important rivers
as the western portion of
' . the stream which gene-1!1
sleetric current at present he
up, which originates In two
I gliders. Owing to tbe
stream from Its source
ting station, a head of
.e
secured alliCh la enortuons,
the volume of water utile
uently the Installation elf
for generating current, and
for distributing it, pecceat
1 eteresting !saturate The
listed was to divert the rive?
,Uatural bee, carrying the we-
ilialits of a Nuns ten miles to a
r
o
eed u" on a high platea.
discharging by means (4
against wheel. in the pow4
er a head of 872 feet, the
Is so. driven being 'ditect-
t electric generators, and
tirio power so produced being
told at a pressure of 66,000
tulles to Seattle and 32 miles 
mi
F
 •
riglifr,` d the nereseary
Ling on the river, from the
-diasassion-Se- point ef rt.wn,
ars& as well as all hied neces-
flume „and other structures.
oil 7 of development was
ad 2d h 1, 1901.
IS A GRAND OLD
Kaiser Frans Josef, Em
tie* and Wag of
Sari-
Quite apart from the
lavished upon monarch
slightest acts, says Pe
sine, Kaiser Franz Josef,
Austria and king of Hu
a dozen states and 20 peo
as many languages, is one
remarkable Wires in
world to-day, by reason
age, his severe and el
tragedies of his family,
all, the wonderful way h
gether the warring teethe
empire.
.No other prince of the
house ever enjoyed such
apect and reverence, and
occasion to approach this
Man” among the monarc
world is filled with enthual
charm of manner, his den
proachableness, his amaz
atm and his sterling sense
This aged man, now nearl
tan hours a day and more a
military affairs, often conte
self with a "quick lunch"
him at the desk in his stu
Josef to-day remains the
riser he was in the days of
and summer and winter
little iron bedstead at the
of half-past four. His
lag, shaving and dregs
tease him longer than half
and as the emperor does
civilian dress, he usually
uniform of a colonel of one
regiments. On his frequent
expeditions, however, he
coarse dregs of Alpine Aus
his seedy be appears in a
tary cloak, with a peak's.*
cap.
Every act of this
man's life is conducted wi
precision. On the very stro
his breakfast—a cup of co
cold meat, and rolls—is bra
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might I
think, this was a cozy CU!
with Its dainty pictures, trans
graphs and charming furnt
the big writing table In the
the bookshelves and the I
newspaper cuttings on tab
end floor reveal the rocna's
pose.
Just above the emperors
table itattgs a portrait of his
sort, Empress Elizabeth, w
stabbed to the heart with a
maniac anarchist la Geneva
years ago. Alas! this is but on
many dark tragedies
 that ha
shadowed the unfortunate ho
Hapsburg. In this study the
works uninterruptedly anti
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him4end ea
carefully dose he go through t work
that he frequently pounces upCn con
tradictions between clauses, which
have entirely escaped those wi have
drafted the bin.
U. of Prime Minister.
Ii op prime minister wee nn-
the beginning of the sigh-
nil the gentlemen who
1 the position and were so
jected to the title, which was
as a sinister Importation
nee, and as conveying the
of grand visiPr, something
ind unoonseitutional. William
20body in his council who
sidd to correspead to our
slater, nor had Queen Annelle
ft was the grit writer to use
Which be applied to Harley,
>ear, h no power to appoint
oil The true forerun-
ce of Balfours and
ndeedP
ay Is too tame.
o end with a snap.
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HEAPING INSULT ON IPMUV
_
Neighborly Serrowing Has Its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Mown.
lite Blank's, who lived on the
boor, had quarreled with the
who lived on the secend.
fortunate affair had atibarently
with the retern of numerous hong
articles which the thrifty M
had borrowed from the
thirl
hes
tin
ii doe
hole
Das:
sou
going Mrs. Blank. The list. hoe toes
did tint inchide a French drip pe,
pot and a silk umbreltse, and Mot.
vowed she wood not lower tree
ask even for her own property, r
the New York Woeld.
Blank, beiing a Ain't' Mien. I:set
the ettarrel. but Dash being more
henpecked, was drawn into it
wife.
ThA Other night Blank came h
and tem wife In team.
"Wh-what do you think. Ja
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me
to-day."
"Oh, well, what do you care?
isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, bet the way
it," sobbed his wife. "You see
window opens on the aihnhaft and
can hear every word they say w
you are going downstairs. I heard
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie wh
umbrella • a cou not
her answer, but he added: 'Oh.. 1.
I'll take It anyhow. Mine's at the Mike.'
"I had to stop and speak to the ja1fttor
too Mr. Moth and 1 came face to fachoe
the front steps, and he cut me—with thy
own daughter's umbrella over his head
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed in . a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town hor Lawyer's Fee,.
As old comrade of Private Daizell't
In Washington county, 0., sent for h
to try a Case in 1870. The cabs was
In a country schoolhouse. The suit Mee
of such a sort that an adverse ludgnialtt
would have put-the defendant and Mit
wifeyand seven little children on the
sold homeless and penniless. Dalzelhappened to win the case. Wheo- thejustice of _the peace announced the del
cision the crowd rose and cheered, a
one bold fellow proposed they woolbuild a town on the spot and call
Delimit and It has been done—one
the handsomest little villages in Chits
Beepoken.
"No, thank ''you," said Miss
Metre. "I don't care to meet any tie
young met."
"My!" exclaimed Miss Gelid*
"you're select all of a sudden."
"No." replied Miss De Mute, glebe:-leg dreamlititcher new ring; "I've
merest been' ted all of a Judden."
Vet •
.
A Very Interesting List of Dime-
tars Which Contains Some That
Are of Unique Diaorip-
tion.
An accident, which ot its kind Is
probably tmique, occurred in April,
190e, during a firs at Portland, Me. j
• railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 Sale I
Ions of crude petroleuM, says the Lla.
trait Free Press.
Fearing that It would explode and
scatter f re a. wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded q• tank in order
to let the Oil run Glee
The first shot fired Oilseed the teak
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, however, effected
their purpose, and ridding the tank,
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a fire engine to canoe a Ate
seems the very height of irony. Yet
Such a case actually occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The en-
gine in Question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into • motor for
self
-propulsion.
The day before the work was fin-
ished there was a call from Kempsey
Allege where a farm was on Ase.
Sad the engine. As spite its incom-
plete condition, Muted.
No spark protector having bees
Axed sparks escaped, 'and these set
Ore to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, an, finally, the
water-tube of the motor bruit and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
standstill barely 200 áards from the
mane of the original
Another story of a trange chapter
of Ire accidents cam from Cavana-
saw, in Armagh. • , running into
• farm sitting room, ked at a cat,
and miss, terrified, ng on a table,
upsetting a lighted P.
The burning oil ted the poor
beast's fur and, ned by pain,
she dashed around room, which
was already in a b sprang through
the window and into the stack'
yard.
Rick after 'tick w fired by this
living torch until whole place
was alight and very nious damage
was done. The farme son, too, was
badly 'aurned in his e arts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
• boiler full of molten Itar gave way
and, its contente catc
the furnace, spread in
down the sloping floor
room.
One of the workm
g fire from
tide of flame
the sulphate
, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seized
• ladder and, raising it to the win-
do sprang up it. Uehappily, the
win 'ow had iron bars and before
then could be removod the ladder
burnt. %rough leaf the Poor man fell
back ir*o the furnace below.
Ever/ one will remember the great
Baltimore lire, the most terrible con-
flagration of 1904. After this was ex-
tinee•lsked there was naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know !tow the
contents of their fireproof Wes had
fared.
Most extraordinary wove the finds.
In one jewelry had been'aselted, while
• box of matches Was 'intact, and a
silk handkerchief was oot eves dis-
colored.
One of the most d
of late years was that
a chemical explosion at
Germany. The explosto
the Griesheim Electron factory, ad
almost simultaneously, the whole
building was in flames.
Fire engines came gal Ping up, but
as they approached t e men were
Been to fall from their , seats. Spec-
tators running after theita dropped as
if shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, involving fresh mildinge and
even cressing the river Into the vil-
lage of Schwanheitn. Mehra had hap-
pened was this:
The sudden mixt'''e o
ferent chemicals tinder
had filled the air withi
terribly poisonous a nat
Who came within its de
suffocated at on
dead and three times Ca
hired was the result cif
Ate.
strolls flres
licit followed
rieshelm, in
took place in
vat.; of die
intense heat
a gas of so
e that those
ily influence
t mimber in
that terrible
Japan's Obligatiblie.
tThe western powers ar. not models
of scrupulous justice tow rd each 0th
er and toward weaker ations, but
such an offense as Japan would eau(
mit In supporting, or eveh. permitting,
If she could prevent, tills drihing of
the occidentals from Chia would cer
talleicbe looked on as gnpardonable
For o 
„ 
e thing, at the veity start, says
the New York Times, ill would snap
1 the alliance with Great Eritain. The
British government would be forced
to regaru such an offense not merely
as a failure in friendlineas but as an
act of flagrantly hostile Import. And
her grievance, teough Meter in de
gree, would be of prscistly IhEb same
kind as that of Germane, France. the
United States and Russia.
I-
Training the BOY.
saw you punishing jour boy to-
day' What was it all abOut?"
"1 caught him in a liar
"Oh, well, you can't eePeet a boy
to tell the truth all the time."
"I knew, but when he elpesn't tell
the truth I want him t be bright
enough not to be caught it."--Catb-
Olic Standard
Dwelling koreqed of Ship Beached
on the Pacific Coast in
Gold Times.
On the bay of Sad Francisco, about
Six miles from the city, is the little
town at Tiburon. Here on the beach,
is a remarkable 'welling—half ship
and half couaee. The landward half
Is an ordinary two-storied wooden cot-
tage, but the outward end la the hull:
of an old vessel, the name board di
which, Tropic med, is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In 1850, just after Use great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic
Bled, built in a Priace Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Capt.
Homan*, set sail from Gloucester.
Mass., with a mixed Cr1W of sailors
and lands:zee, all eager to ,.,et as
quickly as possible tskthe land of goad.
Just berore reachine- bevy Horn, mu-
tiny broke out, but rais, quelled by the
armuesa of the captein and the oppor-
tune coming on or, violent storm,
which kept all hotels 'busy tor severe&
days. The Tropic Bird and all on
hoard reached the Golden Gala" and the
young city of San Francisco safely.
The vessel, however, was so battered
that she was beached at the foot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into a
boardine house and genera! store. The
captain and his brother made mosey
:alit and after a few years sold oat
their business aad returned to their
native state.
Half a osatury later, In 1601, a man,
tie wife and child came from an
Cram:hem to Tibuton to visit the ship
sottage. The wolasa's heart came
into her nsoutb when she read the
name plate. Tropic Bird. Entering,
they learned that the old vessel had
been towed over to Tiburon, cut in half
and a cottage. eullt where her stern
sad been. They farther asoertsdiled
'hat the Tropic Bird wee built by Don-
ald Dewar, a shipbuilder of George-
sawn, Prince Ede ard la/and, and sold
y him to Capt KOM111211, who sailed
aer round tag Mort Dcnald Dewar's
,randdaughters, Ahga IL Scott, is new
"ebousevrife of Tropic Bird, and
er visitor Wall a daughter of Capt.
tomans. So strangely did two people,
Jeep!), interested ia thc tropic Bird,
the one a granddaughter of her build-
er and the other a daughter of heri'ormer owner and captain, meet la the
tittle town of Ti uron.
SNAPSHO MARRIAGES.
elueety-Nine of • 'ich Oet of a Muse
dxedB ult Ve-
lla pintas.
All modern a vancement and in-
ventions. marveldus as they are, have
net brought any improvement over
good. old-fashiGned courtship, says the
Memphis New s-See "Utah
It is caster to become married than
It used to be, and easier to be di-
vorced.
The bride nowadays does not bringhostage. to happiness let the form of
rag carpets and cheats of comforts and
quilts, made with be: own hand, and
into every stitch of which rhe ha*
fondly tucked the hove, confidence
and faith that ripen only eieh long
courtship and thorough acquaintance
before engagenseat.
No; nowadays she prions only her-
self, and possibly towel check, to a
bridegroom whose real life and char-
acter are as unlsnown to her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she hasjoyously drifted in the moonlight.
We generally Make a short shhift of
courtship, engag ment and marrigge in
these modern d ys, and the runaway
marriage is be timing more and more
common. The main industry of St.
Joseph. Mich., the marrying of run-
away couples f Chicago.
"Ninety-nine unaway marriages out
of a hundred re ult in unhappiness."
It is the leum declaration - of
Judge Thompso , of Chicago, who was
talking from th bench.
The judge w 14 hearing the divorce
case of a youn woman married four
years ago.
"Did you know him well before yoll
married him!'" asked the judge.
"I thought I dld," said the plaintiff.
^but I guess I didn't. After we had
been married a 'short time he beat 1113
every day. Onlce he threw me down
two fltghts ofh stairs anl then fol-
lowed me down! and kicked me."
"It was a r naway marriage?"
"Well, yes, t was," admitted the
The judge derest a moment. "I
will give yeu a decree," he said. "But
I hope thia case will be a warning to
other foolish Ohs. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred end this way."
The passing of the honest. ohl-
fashioned, lonjedrawn-out courtarep,
In which men end women become ac-
quainted before marreiur Le to be la-
mented, in peoportiop as recedes.
the divorce problems looms I. rger and
larger.
Took Him at His Word.
A greengrocer's boy hailed a 1, cesel
In dock at Cardiff. The surly mats
responded and (ruffle asked what he
%anted. "I've got some vegetables
for the ship," was the reply. 'All
rignt, you peedn'hhome aboard; throw
'em up one at a time." said qe mate,
as ae stood in readintes to nitreive the
expected vegetables. "Ahoy, there—
look out!"1111bouted the lad, as be
threw a single green pre toward the
mate. "I've got a sack of 'em for the
captain!"
Dubious.
"Did you have a good time during
the social season last winter?"
"Well," angwered Mr. Cumrox, "I
ate a lot of things I don't like, met
a lot of people didn't know, an4
bought a lot of things I don't toted.
.So guess I must have had good
e.Um"—Wash ngton Star.
MIT HAVE DIMPI,ES.
W011&6111111 BEAUTY IS NOT COM-
MIMI WITHOUT THEE.
Theire,Are Establishments That Glake
a Specialty of Providing Th8s
How Fashionable
Feature.
it
-wei in, tiiv ing an unprecedented call
lor diaaples." said the beauty maker
aceordiag tO the New York Sun. "There
was a l thea when there Was no demand
at all for them, but now we are kept
but,' eiliPPleing them.
"Wt en flock into our establishment
dem ding dimples, and each has her
own 1 articular style. To the casual Ob-
serve all dimples might seem alike, but
there is really great variety in then.
"Of all dimples that on the chin Is the
most noticeable and beautiful. Once
upon time it was the popular belief
that imples were born. Nowadays we
know at they are acquired.
are like French waves and false
teeth. You can have them if you want
them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
t feat.
"Y must cut into the flask with a
sharp knife until you have severed •
R" When the chin Heals there will
be a little dent or scar, and this makes
the d mple.
"A woman once came tp me in great
She had met with an accident
had inflicted a jagged cut b her
shis.1
lliy good looks are ruined for life,'
she Owed, as she sank into a chair.
"I usd up her chin and assured her
that lirferould be all right in a few days,
ou will be even better looking than
befor .• I said to her.
"8 e smiled faintly and went away.
Two weeks later she returned. The
woundhad healed and in its place there
was very becoming scar, which took
the f m of a dimple.
" 'I am delighted,' said she, 'for I am a
thousand times better looking than I
was before.'
"I"Idis the style now to have • dimpled,
since ts . beseeching lock; and it is thefashi
n to look rather grave instead of
arch. This gives the beauty makers a
stunt; to perform in the dimple line, but
up ta date there have been many suc-
eesses and no casualties reported.
"Iti Paris they are making dimples by
electricity. They take an electric in-
strument and press it into the flesh
without, however, breaking the skin.
Thethey turn on the current.
"There is a mild shock. They re-
peat this again and again. always mak-
ing the dent deeper, until after a time
the flesh his formed a habit. There is
dimple in the chin.
" is is on useful for the chin, and
it 4uid hardly work in the case of the
chee which is too hard to be treated in
this way.
" ere cheek dimples are desired
ther is a more complicated process. We
begib by replacing lost teeth.
"Itifter you have i lumped out the furs
you er'ill discover that there are dimples
in t e cheeks'. Make your cheeUplump
lied eotrehow there will appiar the
ma 4c twinkling-spots.
ere should be dimples on the bar is
as eli as on the face. To beallurieg
han s must lie idly on your lap. The'
as white and fat, and there must
ba row of dimples along the knuckles
'entry lock more youthful if there are
no Aces at all. Rings somehoe - • So
the kauds hook old. They are like hoer)
and elabwate dress. They add to one's
/6
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be pretty you must have niee, a •
tee Theer must be white and el in
and Itheral t be no gold visible. Then
Ittrolikast•
•41 tit
and
awl
Yen
whi
skit
Rue
eye!
to I
bee
nig
ea pair of very red lips.
mean a poor circuholon
slarrees mean a bad diappsitiou
g balitt of compressing the mouth
ifi mmust have a np. soot skin.
h can be obtained •by tren g the
every night with a good sk fond
you must have a pair of el r. eoh
e eyebrows Bidet he nice, ,orris
good looting. end 'to Make them
lied one must treat them' every
t with an eyebrow grower. The
Japanese have sore nice eyebrovis, but
thee f,levote /4 great .ie al cf time to throe
"the face sheeld plightly oval
she pod. something like an egg. with the
small part of the egg at the ratite Leek
at 7 our face and see it Ills reit Shaped.
f It is rennet env must reciuee it a
It It is seeare yt tnest reaerage
stelae the lines or tbs. :ern to take away
these .qu-se-14re4: i-eri„efeeiedee.er-
roW Yell must plume I' het.
" hnd don't threw tint 3 cu temp
dimples. for dimples are the etYie
yew. and you cennot Le a pretty Irma'
wit bout them."
Tips in Department Stores.
'14he tit ping evil is grow lag Nee
York, despite the discussion aro eil
the new law aimed at eurclissitter gente
Tat latest cliss to deusaed tire are !kris'.is epartment stores. Aecy :wee to at
exporienoecl shopper, the woman wine
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-ing palm of the girl who waits on her
will obtain poor service in some stores.
A n to this is the store "graft" on which
elerkr figure as a regular addition
to eir income. This Is the ehargaleft
.rrar from purchases at odd prices, suchse 11.48, 1,67. etc. Usually it only
an'tounts to two or three cents, bit veryMacy persons give the seller $1150 orOM, and go away without waiding forthe change. This often amounts to a
coteliderable sum in the course of a day.flogietitnes it even amounts to "white
mrey." as silver is called, and add.
m terially to the day's takings.
• Christmashcards.
although the first Christmas card
vs made in 184e, very few wee senttil he year 1862. Then the hion
c? in of sending cards th re of
vi g cards. Inscribed sim with
lb ords: "A Merry Christ
r. thildress
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Office 306 Broadway-Phone I9-: -Ph 120
Residence, 819 Broadway.
P
O. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintende
got Fraternity Buildi
Olicl Phone 498 Red;
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cameras, Kodaks
... I - i•
tie &tate
„
-.Chia is the season to take pretty
*Awes. ;
If you go on a jaunt without a
anent your outfit is not complete.
Take a camera and you will return
ith pictures with which you would
ever part
uch pleasure derived from a
U investment,
-tire line of hodaks, cameras and
photographic supplies.
McPherson,s
Drug Store.
itOURRTEI AND BROADWAY.
Bring Your _Preseriptione Here.
%.* 
3 WANT
ts .
'Read WA* 4Z:11,TLEVARD ad.
. • en
a FOR R grlealliftwilly furnished
. ,wooms. Front. Appla at 314 aaorth
'Sixth street. • a
.•.
W-AKMMP'IV-1l:F. S. Artily;
able-bodied''annelitied - men between
41001ages of as u; citizens of 
the1111Jigt" , geCal- character and
temperate abler: who can speak, And
and write liaigliels.. For irefenuatioa
apply eo Resrpg offices, New
Richnseind Ileteailtkadotab, E.Y.
. .. , - •
WANTEila Air ONCE-A good
•German wottlia to' take care of old
lady. 000 bonarragood .wages. Old
41•41.one Sto-rts.• '
•-•
FOR SALE or exchange for city
propesty-Good 26-acre farm 5 miles
from the city on Mayfield road. Apply
to A. S. Whitlock, at, farm or bench
No. 5o, market house.
siasar, rsa J. af. Browne of
Mad roi strec t.
Mils iyrtk Burch will return t
morrow rem visiting in Henekrsaa
fey.
Mies arjori; Scott goes to Wc,ba
City, Mo.; todsy to visit friends.
Mr. Roy Da ;sari and wife go ,to
Nee, York nee:: e e k , the former a
sbusinesea
arr. T. W. Yeatres returned. Yeft s
day fram-Texas.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Wm. Kreutzer
visiting in Cave in-Rock, Ili.
Mr. Haigh Thomas ha a gone to
Dawson to 's('ji •rn for his ill heal h
Mrs. W. V. 1:-•••-in yesterday w
to Owensboro. to visit.
MT. Pooh R. Scott and wife lof
parents, afr. and Mrs.
Nashville .Tenn., are 'here visiting t
latter's, 
K. (;reet.
e-a-letntea lomat-ei-144-44
PliaRSONAL NOTES. )•
4. •
Ofeellelefelisaderaa-a-a++.0404•411-4+++4
Mr. Harry Atkins has returnee
free°. visiting in Gleason, Tenn.
Mr. Mitchell Pell and wife of Fay-
ette. Mai., are visiting the- former's
.3a
• • '
Mei.vrs. W. la Kennedy and Ceti!
Reed have returned from eitsteta
Kenaisoiry. I
'Msg. liana LaRue of Dfeiglia
Tense, eeneed here yesterday audits
at The l'ilmer. 1
.1%1r. and idr. Cha:les Horton halo
teturued from visiting at Elkton,
„, •
manager Decker of the South:. n
Ear eta tonanny returned yesterearv
tram siaiting In Evansville, accotr
seisd bai ais we and chili.
Mr. Daniel McFadden has net
from Nash viUe, Tenn. ,
•
Mrs. Albert Evans and children ci
St. L.ouis are visiting the former•s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Given Camp-
bell of Arcadia.
Mrs. Mary Burnett and grand-
children hasp returned from visiting
:n Cadiz, KY.
Messrs. James Rickman and Frail
Hovenkap go to Hicknent, Ky., tt,-
morrow.
Mk. Harry Gat" bee gone to
Grand Chain, Ill., to visit relative-.
Mc. John Porteous bes- gone to
W
74116nig
for his' health.
Dr. C E. Whitesides will wive
here from Cincinnati next week for
a Reverel days' stay. .
Mrs. T. J. Newell is visiting hot-
LOST-Broach pin of garnets and daughter in Jr•cleson, Time.
:brilliants, 'horse shoe shape, while Mrs. Norton Moore and so'n, Jack,
-driving on Hinkleville road. Return are visiting in Bandena.
to Register and be rewarded. ales Henry A. Fetter and wife-ha -
returned from Cobb, Ky.
Me-. Robert Wallace goes '
Georgia tOrnorrow to take a place i
the engineeving aepartment of a mutet
near Atlanta
Mass Leda Manson will return neat
Monday from Motions, Miss, where
she has been visiting.
Danville will
retina' home
MiluthiSr Va 
y after visi-
iting Miss Lillian Gregory.
'Mr. William Sanders and wife rif
Coksinbus, Mis: are visiting the foe-
riser's parents. Dr. and Mrs. W. H.
Sanders.
M'r. Maury Fticebertson of Charles-
ton. W. Va., will return bonne to-
morrow after attending Miss Lillian
Gregory's tenor party.
Inge Mabel MaNicols yesterday
went to Dawiron and from there goes
to Dimon, HI.
Miss Yuba Rotaries of Milvratskee
today goes borne after visiting Mes
Attie Gebel for several weeka
Misses FAla Bryant, alaybeue Bey-
er, Bertha and Rila Hill, Lena a
•Mlibet Shelton and T. Howard She
ton eesterday left on the Joe Fowl
for the round trip to Evansville.
4Golonel Felix G. Rodolph and wi e
are visiting at Maser.
Ws. Fred Mooney and daughte
hove gone to St. Louis to visit.
- r
(Mist Josephine Glynn is visitin s
Bids For Gravel Road. relatives in Cairo.
NOTICE T CONTRACTORS. air. Frank Kirchoff and wifeO ' 
•pate!Fat:ay., jam
 26th., 1906. to Dawson yesterday.
*rake i4 tby given that staled 'Mrs.. George MeMturran of Mor-
bid* will be received iby me in behalf foik. Va.. rettwned /tome yesterda*
of the county at nvy• office in the after visitng Miss Margaret Park.
Courthouse on Saturday the 7th day •Missee Mary and Katherine Bur
sof Jetty, 1906, at ten o'clock a. m.. ham Of Cincinnati are visiting Mr
for the purpose of graveling said J. K Burldham.
rd cutter. gi n -the-----aketalaillimis-caole-of-afaciaos-
Graeae county line ohOttt four miles. is visitng Miss Lara Miles.
ejso Bryant Ford road one mile or Mr. George M. Jollinson and fami
more. For plans and specifications leave for Atlanta next week to r
art the county road SOpervisoc. side. Tak travels for the Conrad vh
The undersigned reserves the right factory of Louisville. •
rejects any or all bate. Mrs. W. P. Coyle and. daughter
E. B. JOHNSON, Farling on, Ky.. arrived yesterday
County Road Supervisor. visit tho former•se brother. Mr. A
Clark.
'WANTED-5o men at once to run
eriseetbarrows for concreria *tiring
inactire. Wes 12 1-2 cents per
lhour witb pay for over time. Apply
cleat and Kentucky ave.
FOR RENT--No. 837 Jefferson
t, $27.50. tilhOtte 607.
Notice to Contractors.
wilt be received at the office
A. L. Lassiter, Pedu.
-"Bar la ma July 7111.
1 and t mated over and open-
ed by the *KA court of McCracken
<moo:J. Kisatacky, for the erection of
a saniteitain,,,Iser. said fiscal court of
said county. Said buildings to be lo-
cated aoo yarde taff 'tile - -a -
roild, rgtilillagskart,,Paducah, Ky. A
cettifiell check for,,jsoo shall accom-
pany eachabaisa ...,Said check. to .*
imatie.. ratable. tia.,LA...L. Lassiter. of
aftreracTen- 
K 
nay, y. TA case the
dfiurcessfal tiiddIttr should fail to enter
‘
into a satisfactory contract and ex-
ecute in aetieiftdblir hitivilt. his 'check
shill be fdriealdt to Wan) A. L Las-
siter and held se liqtridated damages.
'Ail other checks to be returned. Tie
court reeerves the eight to reject any
or all bids.
4
elvet
'1
pow.
t in-
elicate
80*
Mlsöçai Ottlealioward and Myrtle
Anderson of Central City are visit ir.g
Wan Maud Lamb of Jefferson etre(
Mies Louise Janes goes to Me
phis, next week to attend a hou e
party.
Mts. ;Ryan of Central City is visi
4121 letle .4118.asehter, Mrs. L. F. Hug
'Mr. 'William 'Martin has gone
Owenshoro to visit relatives.
Mrs. Oscar B. Starks and (taught r
begestOurned from visiting at CA
aired West of Memphis
visitilia Mrs. Leidle Soule.
Mr. Walter Uri of Lnuisville
Owned home yesterday after visiti
.Mrs. I Levy of Seventh and Ma
son ferrets.
Mn. Alben W. Barkley and chi
twee alone to Mayfield to vl.it t
farmer' mother Mrs. 'Chad
Drowe
Mr. tail Walters and wife
is
returned from visiting at kbadigen-
ville, Ky.
Miss !diary Lillian ,Moore is visit-
ing :her sister, Mrs. allunte Ogilvie at
lie latter" country home **Wood-
lawn" beyond Arcadia.
Undertaker Fred rotb will return
today fnarn. 
Lexingt< 
o where he has
been attending the amnia' convention
of the Kerstuckty thutertakers' As-
'Mrs. James P. Wilt as gone to
Clarkovile, Tenn., for a vile of sev-
eral weeks with relatives.
Mrs. J. W. Hall of Ciraliamville is
visiting her brother, aale. James Lane,
the dottier, of So Tenth street.
Mr. J. M. Duffy Opelitca, Ala.,
is in the city on bu&iess.
Mr. Pettes Phillips the real estate
dealer of haettipbisa-a rived yesterday
to spend several alia Amager
tagerwahl of the Avverican Express
Go. They willaaVals-. a today ofer at
the Illinois flikelPIriagling for mem-
bers of the finny tribe.
Rome Agent F. W. Stone of the
American Express Ca., returned yes-
terday from a trip over his lines.
Mk. C. MI Miller of the Minx-hen-
tile-Dikepatrit Co., a-al fieee yesterday
frows lifertsphis.
+++++++-a-tervestee aer•ea-let+Oila..41
• •
RIVER RIPPILINOS.
e•-: :tit! +++44-tri-if44.1-14•11.4-14.44
Cairo; 22.r, falling.
Chattanooga, 5.5, falling.
Cincinnati, 12.6, rising.
Evansville, &3, rising.
Florence, 4.0,
Johnsonville, 4.9, rising.
Louisville, 4.8, falling.
Mt. Catmel, a6 fallhs
Nashville-missing.
Pittsburg, 6.5, rising.
Davis Island Dam, 4.3, rising.
St. Louis, 20.2, rising.
Mt. Vernon, 7.6, rising.
Paducah, tea falling.
Burnside, 2.2, falling.
Carthage, 2.4, falling. •
'The steamer Kentucloy gets out for
the Tennessee river this afternoon e
s o'clock. She remains up that
stream until next Thursday night. a.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
IT.
The Joe Fowler weet to Evans-
ville yesterday and copies back to-
morrow to lay until next Monday
morning before departiig on smother
:rip that way.
The John S. Hopkint comes in to-
day.from Evansville and departs im-
ediately on her return that way.
The steamer Dunbar leaves Nash-
ville today and gets here tomorrow.
She will lay until noon Monday.' bee
fore departing for Clarksville.
Yesterday morning the City of Sa-
vannah passed up bound for the Ten-
nessee river from St. Louis. •
The City of Saltillo will leave St.
Louis this afternoon and gem here
Monday morning en route to the
Tennessee river.
The Peters Lee goes down- today
en route for Memphis from Cincin-
nati.
The Georgia Lee gets to Cincin-
nati next Tuesday and leaves there
Wedhesday on her return this. way.
A dispatch from Vicksburg saw'
"Positive announcement has been'
made that the Finnie dry docks, now'
at Paducah, are to be permanently
stationed at Vicksburg. This will
give Vicksburg the only dry dock be-
tween New Orleans and the Ohio
river. The business league gave the
dock people a bonus of $5,000 to
come here. It had at first been in-
tended to sell stock in the company
lo citizens. Owing to the still water
harbor this will be an ideal place for
the docks. It is believed the location
will lead to a boatbuilding industry."
The steamer James Lee has been
let into river from marine ways
where she underwent extensive re-
pairing. She leaves next Wedresday
for Memphis to run out of there for
the Lee line that owns her.
(
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LOCAL NEW03,11A mug/
atas
• 
yes as t To Moi
ne B
carnival the week commencing
September and, and hag ,t itivited We have b
Samuel Gompers and .tohnaMiachell,vard" and aro
0 speak the opening day, but no re-
plies have yet beeln, received from
these national characters. The labor
people are raffling cif atoo bed,
raising funds for One fesiaval.
- Chester L. Thorhpson..ef 81.3 Clark
street, has enlisted at tila recruiting
bureau here for the V. $ army, and
goes to Fa Wood, N. Y for signal
corps seaviee, while
laiullinax of 1316 Ashbr
goes to Jefferson. barra
Louis far infantry eervic
Mr. and Mrs. George Englert have
a new girl baby.
and Mrs. W. A. Carter have a
new boy baby.
--Capt.- James Koger has sold his
home on Jefferson street to Mr. Lee
Potter, and bought from the latter
the Vatrghhan homestead on North
Seventh. Mr. Koger will not move
into the new place for some weeks
yet.
R WATTS EOULXVARD ad.
--A letter yesterday from the
Hopainsville asylum •o Is s tates I .
they believe the mental
of Na'ni. Aday of this c Asa' 
temporary and he will' only re-
cover. • He was sent he t week i
from this city. 
,. • itiEW
-tenreal labor body '
car E.
k avenue,
at St.
Fourth of July Rates-Dates of
sale July 2, 3 and 4th, zesa6, limited
to July 8th, 19°6. for return. Tick-
ets can be sold tat all stations
Illinois Central railroad in ,
Indiana and Mi ouri, to whic he
one way rate is 17.50 or less, aud to
all points south of, the Ohio river.
Also points on t • V. & M. V. R.
A. & V. Ry. an4 V. S. & P.
Round trip rate, one and off
fare.
los Angeles.
ea 'anal Assoc
s af sale Ju
Final Um
recd. Round tri
Embassies.
gress.
Dates a sae
and 3rd, mu&
by depositaig t
of so cents tie
to August tuth
J.T.
Office 51
R. M. Pr
Depot.
MAYO
Atherton-fonis
• Wanted.
Home by lady as housekeeper. HI
years experience. No money wanted;
have means of my own., Only parties
of good reputation need reply. Ad-
Tess, u'r care 'Register.
Notice.
Parties having claims against M.
H. Ingram, deceased, 11 please file
sarn• nrnnerly proven a once.
GEO. R AW LE I xectitor,
Sot North lath street.
ational
tion Cony
C 25th to Ju
September
rate %Ls°.
C., Christian Con-
one oath, Jai,
it July itth
ket and paying fee
s may be tended
906-
van, "A
Broadway
her, Age
SIGN&
City
Union
ting Braoildise
ce.
Louisville, June me-About the
last official act tione before starting
on his western trip by Mayor rate
C. Barah yesterday, was to sign the
ordinance asking for the sale of a
franchise for furnisharg heat and
electricity to cbusumers over the
entire city. This ordinance is known
as the Atherton-Jones measure from
the fact tKat it is backed by a syndi-
cate beaded by these men, who pro-
pose to organize a company and bid
or. the franchise whenever it iv
offered' fbr sale. The object of the
oidinance ia to furnish convention
in the lighting business in Louisville,
which it is known will resuft in a
great reduction in the price of light
both to the city and' individual eon-
sernerik
AU tax- . are isereby respect
fulty tesninded that the first half o
city taxes are 4uaw due
Ten per ean prarratte is added te
ell June bills itearairring unpaid Intl
the fan. We Elie** that you escape
this adonalleok, I ale* she an
neyetace of welting your tarn in the
rush of the last few days. Therefore"
we request 'rot to kindly call at the
eveasurerar ofifze soon as possible
and greatly °tinge yours,
' JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
most liberally
max.-ban ho
neetiOn with
up to B
of , "Greater
ent•time home
street ends at
leo feet deep,
feet wide fro
42 FEET
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or full
form their
siciewalks to.
or in grand
vard"--full bl
lots. No h
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Wool "la f
the unexcell
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'IMaaa2Yal.a.11.!!!!!!_saoranan-
ATM BOULEVARD
• ANNOUNCF•MOT 
•
solda tontroling iisterest in "Watts Bradevardy
iitiet to 29th street and facing thee park as *7th
sett street, to the Thomas C. Leech Investment Co. ,
ining have been withdrawn from ,the masket
fcr sale. GEO. C. HUGHES..
June 14th, 19°6. 44,
ENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW PRICI
uyers:
ht our choice of the lots and blocks on "Watts Boule-
d the park after frilly satisfying ourselves that this in the
rrattged addition to Paducah and especially well located for
in the near future. "Watts Boulevard" in con-
the may • slopes facing east on slab street
is well adagaied to meet the demand..
Paducah" for high class residences. At the pres-
costing from $3.5ca.00 to Stn000.00 are located where shell
Bsoadway. 'Watts. Boulevard" Iota are so to 65 feet front
alleys ao feet wide, sicken/Its is feet wide and streets 6o
curb to curb. IMP ROVED BROADWAY IS ONLY
DE. FROM CURB TO CURB WITH is FOOT SIDE-
•are prepared tio furnish lots to. indieldusts
ks el 8 lots to congenial parties wishing to
neighborhood. We will, (*street to lay down Wee* and
it cod improve lots ready to build-can famish lows lots
fermi trees. The pars faces 400 feet on "Watts Boole-
bi arranged for exclusive use of owners of these
• can be built on this property costig4 less thag4r,oswass--
may be higher-residence purposesII*. Under ths sierra
t in thief addition is well aim* having. Call on us as
t floor /fraternity Building, see the plat and let la Inglishe
possibns of this exceptiond pr4perty.
LEECH INVBEIMENT CO.
7. Cs Leech General' 111msegan t
‘4.
•
THE B
Seddon
URE
come
:
'‘
Monuments and General Canamary Work (Uer
dreen River Stone
EST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental
purposes. as it BLEACHES wsnric UPON EX
ND THEll RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does sot '
k and discolored.
LET KZ TELL YOU MO RS ABOUT IT
J S. Porteous Marble, Granite-
- and Stone Works. .
AGENT. illap TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, EY.
B ore Trading Your
Bicycle in on
NevOne See:
LLIAMS BICYCLLC 
Next 10 /Kentucky Thasare on North Mk street they can
messes., and take your old wheel iii enduing,. WE WANT All
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLE&
I N.. C. & St. F.. Reduced Rates for
the Fourth of July.
that for the Purth of Jully tickets
will be on sale July and, 3rd and
4th, limit 'lila Rth, to and from all
points in the cOtithe2st, including St.
Louis, Mo, a one and one-third
fare for the round trip, minimum
rate eo cents.
The It, .
Remember this is che cheapest house in tows on Bieyles and
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any main of wheel.
la our repair shop. All work estimated.
meellallimtemeaainamammers -
*'00,111 ON VACATION.
Mr. Anderson Wood FromFr°
Washington Where Ha Is At-
tached to Commissian.
Mr. Anders., i Woodi of Washing-
ton, I). C., is in the city, and will
this morning leave for Livingston
count to spend several weeks visit-
ing his relatives. •
Mr. Woods is the well known
stenographer formerly with the Hen-
drick, Miller & Marble law office,
and who about one year since went
to the national caaittsa where he ac-
cepted a stenographic position with
tits Panama canal 1comtnissnit 
lie 
.on for the
United Skates 
now back upon a month's leave of
absepce on full pay, in recognition
of his excellent services.
ONLY ONE CASE...
Jallerson, Celloted.
Orandliery Yesterday on
Charge.
Jodie %oilers had only
before hnu yesterday morni
pollee crient.:tliat being se
Jefferson. colated, who is:
with grand iarceny. This.
'yes darer men tad another, ion
him charging petty layaway.
cltimed that the accused stole
of harness from a man stained
er. Jefferson was held to the
airy to anos er for the de
jell the
man goes into a pawnshop v
he has had experience se not.
Why doesn't some scient
nonnoe himself as a candidate
When needing first class table mette in the Hall of Fame by.
setlice at parties or dinangs, 'phone nisi a sure tonic for the WWI
230, Dick Loge Cheidago News._
I •
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST!
INTZilfi;;;Vagons:atiE4vatorl 1111 vB'oA 11,211,4114p1hlorAels:t2 5 4.
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